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ABSTRACT
INFRARED APERTURE SYNTHESIS IMAGING
OF CLOSE BINARY STARS
WITH THE IOTA
SEPTEMBER 2003
STEFAN KRAUS, VORDIPLOM, RUPRECHT-KARLS-UNIVERSITAT HEIDELBERG
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor F. Peter Schloerb
We present the first aperture synthesis maps from the Infrared Optical Telescope Array (IOTA)
atop Mt. Hopkins, Arizona. During observation runs in November 2002 and March 2003 Peter
Schloerb and myself obtained interferograms of the close binary systems Capella (a Aur) and
A Vir in the H band. This work covers the whole data reduction process from the raw data to
the final maps including different algorithms for visibility and closure phase estimation. A special
instrumental effect in our data required the use of advanced methods for visibility estimation which
led to the implementation of a method based on the continuous wavelet transformation and to the
development of a new fringe envelope fitting algorithm. The results confirm the overall stability
and performance of the IOTA facility.
We fitted models of binary stars with uniform disks to our data and were able to track the move-
ment of the Capella giants over the 14° arc covered by the observed five days in November 2002 with
a precision better than one mas. Together with the data from March 2003 we confirm the orbit pub-
lished by (Hum94) and derived uniform disk diameters DAa = (9.2±0.6) mas; DAb = (6.4±0.2) mas
and the intensity ratio of the components to be (//it/Z^a)" '"''"'^ = (1-65 ± 0.23). Using addi-
tional information from the literature, we derived the densities pAa = (0-0018 ± 0.0006)g • cm~\
PAa = (0.0043±0.0015)£(-cm-^ and effective temperatures Tao = (4870±100) K, Tai, = {5685±15)
K for the 08 III and 01 III component. For A Vir we measured the positions of the unresolved
components and determined the intensity ratio to be (Ib/Ia)^ = (2-1 ± 0.2).
vi
Aperture synthesis maps of Capella and A Vir were produced using both the conventional hybrid
mapping and difference mapping imaging strategies. To obtain a superior coverage of the uv plane
we performed a coordinate transformation which compensates the orbital motion of the Capella
components. The produced maps confirm the results from the model fits and converge independently
from any model with a resolution of 5 mas and better.
vii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Historical Remarks
In the history of astronomy, progress has often been driven by revolutions in instrumentation. It
is assumed that the telescope was invented in the Netherlands in the early 17th century. The
first patent application for a telescope with lenses by Hans Lipperhey is dated on October 1608.
Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) used such a telescope and published important observations, which
were interpreted as strong evidence for the revolutionary Copernican system. James Gregory
(1638-1675) designed a new type of telescope which used a mirror instead of lenses, and a few
years later SiR ISAAC Newton (1642-1727) built the first of those reflector telescopes. Reflecting
telescopes may be built with much larger aperture, which results in a larger light collecting area so
that fainter objects may be observed. Moreover the aperture defines the ultimate angular resolution
6» of a single telescope. Observing at a wavelength A with a telescope of diameter D, the effect of
diffraction hmits the resolution to the Rayleigh criterion (BelTh)
e = l.22\/D (11)
Currently, the largest optical telescopes have segmented mirrors with diameters D of 10.0m (Keck
twins, Mouna Kea, Hawaii) or monolithic mirrors with 8.2m (VLT, Cerro Paranal, Chile).
Usually, the aperture is not the limiting factor for the angular resolution of a
ground-based
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telescope. Most telescopes are limited by the atmospheric conditions. The terrestrial atmosphere
consists of a turbulent mixture of regions with dilferent temperatures and densities. This structure
is primarily induced by the cycle of day-night and heating from the ground, and since the refractive
index of the atmosphere depends on its temperature, star light passing through the atmosphere
suffers random scattering which distorts the stellar image. The random nature of this seeing effect
produces a Gaussian distributed "seeing disk" which is determined by a characteristic scale tq over
which the incoming wave front suffers no distortion. This coherence radius ro shows a dependence
ro ~ A^/'^ on the wavelength (Pan98). There is also a coherence time to for which the temporal
changing variations can be assumed to be "frozen". (Bus88) gives typical values of to = 10ms and
ro = 10cm for the V band.
Following (Pan98), the seeing e depends on r-Q as e = 0.98A/ro, so even under excellent conditions,
the seeing spreads the image of a point source in the optical to more than 1.1" typically. Therefore,
great efforts have been taken to reduce the influence of the atmosphere. In 1970, a first success was
reached by Antoine Labeyrie with the method of Speckle interferometry. Later this method was
improved in the KNOX-THOMPSON-method and in Speckle Masking Interferometry. Those speckle
techniques use extremely short integration times to "freeze" the atmospheric turbulence, thus lim-
iting the sensitivity of this method for imaging. Later, accompanied to the technological progress,
adaptive optics (AO) systems were built to remove atmospheric wave front distortion through the
use of simple tip-tilt mirrors as well as more complex systems using deformable mirrors. The use
of AO systems allows the full sensitivity of a telescope to be achived and these systems have now
pushed the resolution of ground-based telescopes even to the diffraction limit as demonstrated by
VLT-MACAO (Hub03) most recently. However, even in the long term there are no concepts for
single-dish-telescopes larger than 100m (see OWL design study). Therefore, a conceptual turn has
to be taken to gain further resolution in optical astronomy.
In 1868, Armand Fizeau (1819-1896) suggested an interferometric method to measure stellar di-
ameters by placing a mask with two holes in front of a telescope's aperture. In 1872 and 73, first
observations by Edouard Stephan with the 80cm reflector at the Observatoire de Marseille ob-
tained an upper limit of 0.158" for the diameter of stars (QuiOl). Albert Abraham Michelson
(1852-1931) was the first who succeded using interferometric methods for astronomical observations.
Using the 12"-telescope on Lick Observatory he measured the diameters of the Gahlean satellites m
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1891 (Micl891). In 1919, he made the first measurement of the angular diameter of a star (Betel-
geuse) with the Hooker Telescope on Mount Wilson Observatory (Rar). Michelson installed a
20-foot beam on top of the 100" telescope with two moveable, flat mirrors. The interferometric
pattern (the fringe) had to be located by the observer manually. Then the observer estimated
the brightness of this pattern (the visibility). This procedure was repeated for different baselines.
Finally the diameters of seven stars could be measured by Michelson and his collaborators.
The first interferometric observation of the close binary star Capella wcis made by JOHN AUGUSTUS
Anderson in December 1919 (And20). Since the technological challenges to build larger optical
interferometers were enormous, interferometry became more and more a branch of radioastronomy
in the following decades. Those attempts in radioastronomy lead to the development of the intensity
interferometry method by Hanbury Brown and Twiss, which they also applied to optical wave-
lengths in 1974. In 1974, Antoine Labeyrie succeeded in combining the light of two individual
telescopes, spaced 12m apart.
Although optical interferometers may be built with large dimensions to achieve high resolution they
still are affected by the earth's atmosphere. The path length through the atmosphere above each of
the telescopes is constantly changing, which means that although the amplitude of the fringe pat-
tern may be measured, it's phase is continually changing. This latter property is an essential part
of making an image with an interferometer by the process known as "aperture synthesis" . Thus,
two telescope optical interferometers are insufficient to carry out imaging experiments. Fortunately,
developments of the radio VLBI community showed that a third telescope in the configuration could
yield sufficient new information to make an image, and these techniques known collectively as Hy-
brid mapping are now being adapted to optical interferometry. The first image of the surface of a
star was made in 1990 when David Buscher et al. (Bus90) presented the first surface map of Betel-
geuse. Another important milestone was achieved in 1995, when John Baldwin et al. presented
the first optical aperture synthesis map using Capella as the target (Bal96). Those observations
were done with the Cambridge Optical Aperture Synthesis Telescope (COAST) at A = 830nm. The
longest baseline for this measurement was 6.1m. Four years later, John S. Young presented an
infrared (A = 1.3/xm) map of Capella in his dissertation (You99).
Long baseline interferometry continues to be a very active field with many new instruments coming
online. For this thesis we attempt to achieve the new milestone of creating an
aperture synthesis
3
image of Capella with the Infrared Optical Telescope Array (IOTA).
1.2 Outline of my thesis
In 1988, the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO), Harvard University, the University
of Massachusetts (UMass), the University of Wyoming and MIT/Lincoln Laboratory came to the
agreement to build a two-telescope Michelson interferometer with a maximum baseline of 38m. The
Infrared Optical Telescope Array (IOTA) observed first stellar fringes in December 1993. In 2000 a
third telescope completed the current configuration of IOTA on top of Mount Hopkins, Arizona.
IOTA is one of the few facilities with aperture synthesis capabilities in the near infrared. How-
ever, as of this writing, no aperture synthesis image has been created with this instrument. The
goal of my thesis is to develop a data reduction procedure which gives IOTA those imaging capa-
bilities. To do this, it is important initially to observe target stars with well known properties such
that the final results could be validated with earlier observations. We decided to choose Capella
as our primary target. The orbit of this binary is very well known (Hum94) and as mentioned
earlier there is already a map by COAST (You99). On the other hand, Capella is more resolved
by our interferometer than in any previous synthesis aperture observations making the final image
potentially useful once the performance of this instrument is understood.
This thesis is structured as follows; After the introductory remarks of this chapter, we
describe
the basic principles of long baseline interferometry in chapter 2 briefly. Chapter 3 gives an
overview
of the technical design of the IOTA observatory and connects the theory of the interferometer to
the IOTA facility.
We obtained data on the IOTA site in two observation runs in November 2002 and March 2003,
each lasting one week. In chapter 4 we report details of those runs and the observed
targets. Chap-
ter 5 contains the main part of my work, which is a data reduction procedure to
extract the two
most important interferometric quantities from the lOTA-scans: The contrast of the
fringe pattern
(the msibihty) and the atmosphere invariant closure phase. For the visibility
estimation, three dif-
ferent methods are examined: One algorithm is based on the fitting of the fringe
envelope to the
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data in the time domain, another on the fitting of the fringe power in frequency space and the third
on the measurement of the power in the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) of the data.
In chapter 6 and 7 we interpret those measured quantities scientifically, first by fitting binary star
models to the data and then by generating a model independent hybrid map. The thesis closes with
some remarks on the performance of the IOTA facility in chapter 8 and our conclusions (Chapter 9).
Two appendices contain the detailed observation logs and a short manual for the implementation
of my data reduction software followed by the bibliography.
All computations were carried out with stand-alone applications, written in C and compiled with
gcc-linux. For graphical visualizations during the computation process PGPLOT was implemented.
Fast Fourier transforms were calculated using FFTW. More details about the applications can be
found in Appendix B. The graphics presented in this thesis were generated with SM, XFig and
Matlab. The document itself was prepared using LaTeX.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORY OF LONG BASELINE
INTERFEROMETRY
2.1 Basics of Interferometry
We understand light as an electromagnetic wave propagating according to the laws of classical
electrodynamics. The most fundamental equations in electrodynamics are the Maxwell equations,
from which one can derive the Helmholtz wave equation (Weg03). One solution for this equation
is the monochromatic, time-independent planar wave Adopting the formahsm of (LuhOl),
the propagation of this planar wave through the source-free vacuum can be expressed as
V.{f,0 = *(?)e-"'^''-'+*' (2.1)
with the wave number k and the relation k = 27ti^/c = 2tv/\ where c denotes the speed of light
in
the vacuum, i/ is the frequency and A the wavelength, (p is the phase of the wave.
With optical detectors we measure not i/' but the absolute square of this complex wavefunction,
which is the intensity I of the light:
I{x,t) = \ip(x,t)\^ (2-2)
Therefore, the superposition of two electromagnetic waves and tp2{x2,t2)
is given by the
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absolute value squared of the sum of both wave functions. Since every measurement needs a finite
sampling time, we have to average over a period much longer than the frequency of the wave, which
gives
Il2{Xi,X2,ti,t2) = {\tpl(xutl) +1p2(X2,t2)f)
= {{^l{xi,tl) + 4'2{X2,t2)) (tp'iixuh) + ll'l{x2,t2)))
= (|t/'l(fl,tl)|'> + (|V'2(f2,<2)|')+2K((V'l(fl,tl)t/'2(f2,t2)))
= /l(xi,ti)+/2(f2,«2)+25R(W'l(fl,il)V'2*(^2,t2))) (2.3)
where ip* is the complex conjugate of ijj and (Q(V')) denotes the real (imaginary) part of this
complex function. The last term (t/'i (fi , fi))/'! (?2, *2)) =: ri2(fi , ^2, ii , ^2) is called the mutual
intensity (LtihOl) or mutual coherence function. Using the assumption of a temporary stationary
wave front we define Tnlfi , ^2, fi, *2) =: ^uiti - to). The mutual coherence function is useful as
a measure of the coherence of the signal, but it is more convenient to use the complex degree of
coherence
/J)
^'^'W (2.4)
v/rn(0)r22(0)
This function is normalized on the intensity as demonstrated clearly in (LiihOl).
If the two waves are uncorrelated, 712 will vanish. But when the two light waves are coherent,
interference can be observed. This may happen in the case of self-coherence by superposing the
same wave at different times. There are two different cases of self-coherence: For temporal self-
coherence the same wave will interfere at the same place xi = xo, but at diff'erent times ii and t2.
The other case is spatial self-coherence, where ti = t2.
Spatial self-coherence is realized in YoUNG 's double slit experiment. This famous experiment has
a special position in physics since it demonstrates the wave nature of light. Here it may be used to
introduce the basic ideas of a Michelson Stellar Interferometer.
The basic setup of Young's experiment is shown in figure 2.1. Let's consider a plane, quasi-
monochromatic light wave which is incident from the direction of the unit-vector f on an opaque
screen with two narrow slits in it. The width of the slits is assumed to be much smaller than the
separation of the slits. The position of the slits is fi, X2 such that the separation can be expressed
7
Figure 2.1: Setup of Young's double slit experiment.
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a,s B = xi — X2- Parallel to the opaque screen, a detector screen is mounted. From the principle of
Huygens-Fresnel it follows that behind the two slits, the electromagnetic wave will propagate
as spherical waves.
Assuming that the distance between the two screens is much larger than \B\, basic two-dimensional
geometry lead to the relation
Bf/c =: B_i_/c =: f (2.5)
where B±_ is the projected baseline which can be also expressed using the zenith angle z as Bx =
\B\cos(z).
The wave front will reach the two slits at different times f[ and fj. After passing the slits, the
rays will reach the detector screen with different path delays and intensities Ii and I-y- The position
on the screen can be expressed in term of an additional optical path delay f so we define the total
path delay t := fo — f{ + f for convenience.
Using (2.3), the measured intensity on the detector screen is
/i2(r) = /i+J2+2»(ri2(r)e"*) (2.6)
= ii+i2+2^/iJ~2\ln{T)\cos4> (2.7)
= /i +72 + 21/^X3? (e''^*"-*')
'
(2.8)
= ii+i2 + 2\/iJ^2Cos{ckT-(l>) (2.9)
Obviously, the pattern on the detector screen is a cosine fringe pattern whose frequency is inversely
proportional to the wavelength of the incident frequency.
To separate the varying term in equation (2.9), we define the response R as in (BelTh)
^ ^
ii2(r)-h-i2
^ (27rj/r - <(>) (2-10)
2Vhl2
All concepts introduced in this section for the double slit hold for a Michelson Stellar Interferometer
as well. Figure 2.2 shows that the two telescopes take the position of the slits and the light is not
projected on a screen but combined in a beam combiner in this configuration. Technical details will
be discussed in chapter 3. In the next section the response for a non-monochromatic light will be
9
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calculated.
2.2 Effect of Spectral Bandwidth Filters
Since astronomical objects radiate over a broad range of the electromagnetic spectrum, it is neces-
sary to generalize the results from the last section for non-monochromatic light. To obtain a well
defined frequency range it is common to use standardized bandwidth-filters which have a rectangular
shape in the ideal case. Let's define the rectangular filter with
0 : otherwise
(2.11)
So we can just average the response over the bandwidth of F as the transmission function
r RFdu
ry J — OO
J
—OQ
1
2iT!\i/T — q
cos {2in'oT
cos (277^0'"
Rdv
sin {2-Ki>T — I
1
I
sine (ttAi/t
sin (tfAi^t — (j))
(2.12)
With this filter, the fringe will show a cos(r) modulation and a sinc(7rAi/T) envelope. The envelope
is symmetric around 7rAt/r = ij). By measuring the amplitude and position of this central white
light fringe the visibility and the phase can be obtained directly in principle. The white light fringe
is defined as the fringe whose phase is independent of wavelength.
2.3 Two Sources and the Bandwidth Smearing Effect
Now we may introduce a second source. The intensities of the rays h and h which are incident
from different directions h , r-i may be different as well. With this setup we have two different total
11
a) Unresolved Binary
(h = 2I2)
b) Completely Resolved Binary
c) The Bandwidth Smearing Effect
(h = 2/2)
d) Two Fringes
(/i =2/2)
1 h J
' > !
i 1
1 ' 1 ' 1 ' ' 1 r
' '
1
' ' ' ' 1 ' ' '
'
i
-100 -50
. 6 50 100
w -
Figure 2.3: Simulated Responses for binary sources with different separations s. The separation is in-
creasing from the upper left to the lower right. The individual fringe packages are shown in the upper part
of each plot.
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path delays n and T2 which means when we sum the resulting responses Rpi and i?f,2 together
-Rf,12 = h cos {2woTi - flii) sine (ttAi/ti - 1^1) + /2 cos (2-kvqT2 - 02) sine (7rAi/7-2 - c/12) (2.13)
we will get the superposition of two white light fringes which are shifted against each other. Neglect-
ing the shift due to the phase difference 0^ := 4'i~4>j for a moment, we can examine the dependence
of Rf,i2 on the angular separation of the two sources s := cos"^ {fif^). As soon as Sx cos(s) be-
comes comparable to (making the assumption that s <SC 1 such that = Bj_ 2 = B±), the
two fringe packages will come out of phase so they don't add up perfectly any more. For B_i <g; k,
the source is unresolved (see figure 2.3 a)), otherwise it is resolved. So we obtain an equation
comparable to (1.1) using the estimation Bk cos 9 ss 1
e ~ \/B (2.14)
With the phase difference At = to - n = 27r and 7i = I2, the source will be completely resolved
as shown in figure 2.3 b). When the difference exceeds 27r significantly, an effect called Bandwidth
Smearing can be observed: The envelope of the resulting fringe package may be deformed signifi-
cantly. By increasing At even more, two separate fringe packages can be observed (see figure 2.3
d)).
From equation (2.14) one may deduce the two common ways to improve the resolution 6 of a
Michelson Interferometer: The baseline can be increased and/or a shorter wavelength can be chosen.
2.4 Interferometric Observables
Since the response in (2.13) can vary only in a certain range we may specify the borders of this
range: Rm,n = min(i?F,i2(?)) and Rmai = max{RF,r2(T)). Finally, the fringe contrast or visibility
is defined as
y ^ Rmax^^Rnun (2.15)
The case with the lowest visibility can be reached hy h = h = I such that 0 < F < 1. On the
other hand is V = 1 for an unresolved source.
With the definition of (2.15), we neglect the phase (j>2i which obtains additional information about
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the source. Therefore it is common to define the complex visibility
V = Ve"*" e C (2.16)
Using this elegant formalism, the visibility V is just given by the length of the vector in the
complex plane V = |V| while the phase is (j>oi = tan"' {SR(V)/0(V)). A very useful property of
this formalism is it's additivity.
2.5 The van-Cittert-Zernike Theorem
The van-Cittert-Zernike theorem (Sha92) relates the complex visibility to the Fourier transform
!F() of the irradiance distribution and vice versa
/oo
7(a:,2/)e-'*("^+''«'dxd2/ =: T{I(x,y)) (2.17)
-oo
The new coordinates are in frequency space and are defining the uv-plane, where u is the projection
of Bx onto the x axis and v is the projection of Bj_ onto the y axis and (u, v) are measured in
meters.
2.6 Closure Relations
Due to corruption of the signal by the atmosphere, the phases cannot be measured directly from the
ground. ROGERS proposed in 1974 (Weiss) to use the simultaneous phase-measurements of three
or more telescopes to obtain the Closure Phase $. $ is invariant under all atmospheric disturbance
as the following considerations show.
Using N telescopes for a observation will result in N(N + l)/2 baselines and the same number of
measured visibilities and phases. But the disturbance of the atmosphere on those baselines is not
independent. Each telescope A' may be affected by an arbitrary atmospheric ptston which can be
described as an additional delay Cy- Considering the case with N = 3, the measured phase ipxY
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between telescope X and Y becomes
fAB = <t>AB +Qa- Qb
fBC = 4>BC + Cb - Cc
<PCA = 4>CA +Cc - Ca
(2.18)
But the closure phase computed from the measured phases is independent of C.v as in
$ = fAB + ^BC + fCA
= IpAB + 4>BC + 4'CA
(2.19)
(2.20)
where the sign convention is that the baseline vectors close a triangle or loop (see figure 2.4). A
necessary assumption is that this measurement is done within a time interval smaller than the
actual
coherence time of the atmosphere so that the phase of the fringe is well defined (see chapter 1).
For
an array of N telescopes, (N - l)(N - 2)/2 closure phases may be defined which contain a fraction
(AT - 2)//V of the complete phase information (BelTh). For Af > 3 an Amplitude Closure
Relation
can be obtained to place constraints on the measured visibility amplitudes as well.
Figure 2.4: Definition of the vector directions in the closure phase
triangle.
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2.7 Fundamentals of Modelling
It is of practical benefit to derive the visibility and phase functions of simple brightness distributions
analytically. Those functions may be used later to fit models to the measured data. It was shown
in section 2.1 that for a point source V = 1 and $ = 0.
2.7.1 Model of a Uniform and Limb-darkened Disk
Equation (2.17) can be used to calculate the visibility function for a disk with radius 6 = D/2
and a uniform brightness distribution I. To simplify the calculations let's assume a circular stellar
disk even if this may be an inadequate assumption for some rapidly rotating stars (deS03). A
parameterization in spherical coordinates leads to
Vi/d(0) = f f I(r,i))e''"-^^'°'-^rdrddJ-& Jo
Jo Jo
= 2nIi,D [ Jo{rkB^)rdr
Jo
with the Bessel functions of first kind and zeroth (Jo) and first order (Ji). Iud is the intensity
integrated over the whole disk. Taking the real part (BelTh) and doing the normalization lead to
V^D(e) = 2^ii^ (2.22)
Of course, the simplification that 7(r, i?) doesn't depend on the radius r is unrealistic since most stars
are expected to be limb darkened. Thus a correction for the limb darkening is often applied to the
fitted stellar radii to get the limb darkened diameter of a star. The exact value of this correction
factor p = Qld/Q depends strongly on the used stellar model so that this problem cannot be solved
analytically. (DavOO) presents a useful correction diagram based on models for five different stellar
surface temperatures. For the H-band this correction factor lies between 1.01 < p< 1.03.
There are also empirical approaches like the Michelson-Pease limb darkening function (BelTh)
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which express the intensity over a spherical star dislc with radius 0 as function of the radius r
(2.23)
It is shown (Hes97) that this powerlaw results in the following visibility function
which can be fitted to visibility curves.
2.7.2 Model of a Binary Star
A very useful property of Fourier space is it's additivity. So V and # can be easily derived even for
a binary system with resolved uniform disks.
Let's consider a binary system with two resolved uniform bright disks and angular radii 6i,02.
The separation of the two components may be s and the position angle j3. It is reasonable to
choose for the origin of the coordinate system the "center of light" of the sources with the brighter
(primary) component closer to the origin. So the distances to the origin become
n = (2.25)h + h
h
Now we transform to the Cartesian coordinate system
(2.26)
xi = ri
cosA
x.=..f^°^;f:\^) (2.27)
this gives the visibility
V(fi,X2) = —^ (V(0i)/ie-'*^"^"' + Y{e2)l2e-"^'A (2.28)
Jl + i2 ^
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Now it is straight forward to show that
V\xuX2) = V\ei) + V\e2)+2V\Qi)V\e2)cos(kB(x2-xi)) (2.29)
For the measured closure phase one can derive analogous
ji/- - X , -1 I /i cos(fcBfi) + cos(/i:Sf2) \#(a:i,a-2) = tan M ^ ^ = - ] (2-30)
\.XY={AB:BC.CA} ^1 sm{kBxi) + L sm{kBx2) I
For unresolved stars the intensity ratio of a binary star can be calculated from the visibility
extrema (see (BelTh))
h 1 + Knm
h = l^„ (2.31)
2.8 Fundamentals of Mapping
In principle, the VAN-Cittert-Zernike theorem (2.17) can be inverted to obtain the source in-
tensity distribution on the sky. However, in practice the map that is produced depends on the
sampling of the uv-plane that is made during data collection. We may define the dirty map to be
/oo
S{u, v)Y{u, i>)e'*'"^+"S''d«dt; =: J^"^ (5 * V) (2.32)
where 5(u, v) is the sampling function which expresses the coverage of the uv-plane for a par-
ticular set of observations. We can use the Kronecker (5-function to define S in terms of the
(u, ii)-coordinates of the i'th of n observations
S(u,v) = Y,Hu-u,)S(v-v,) (2.33)
1=1
Beside the observed points of the uv-plane one may use the fact that the Fourier transform of the
sky brightness distribution (as a real function) is hermitian {V{-u,-v) = V{u,v)) from which
follows V{u,v) = V(-u, -v). Since the dirty map is a convolution of the real source distribution
with the instrument response, we have to make a deconvolution with the Fourier transform of the
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sampling distribution defined as the dirty beam
DB = T-^ (5) (2.34)
The dvrty map is then given by
DM = CM * DB = T-^(S * V) (2.35)
so a deconvolution will reconstruct the desired dean map CM. Those relations are discussed in
more detail in (Sch93).
2.8.1 Rotation-Compensating Coordinate Transformation
To obtain a better uv-plane coverage on a binary system with known orbit one may rotate and
contract/expand the (u, v) coordinates in such a way that the movement of the binary components
is compensated. Therefore one has to choose an arbitrary reference position. To keep the correction
small we used the position of the components at the medial time tref of the observed binary orbit
arc as reference point (with separation s(tref) and position angle P(tref))- Then the transformation
from (u,v) to the corrected (u',v') coordinates is performed in spherical coordinates
a(t) tan-^ {u{t)/v{t))
s(t) (sm(a{t)-[P(t)-l5{tr,f)])
(2.36)
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CHAPTER 3
IOTA DESIGN
Figure 3.1: The Infrared Optical Teleseope Array at Fred Whipple Observatory.
The Infrared Optical Telescope Array (IOTA) is located at Fred Whipple Observatory at an
elevation of 2,564m (TraOl) atop Mount Hopkins, Arizona. In it's current configuration, there
are three telescopes which can be moved on an L-shaped track with 15m and 35m long arms.
The shorter arm is oriented to the south-east and carries telescope B. Perpendicular to that, tele-
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Figure 3.2: Left: The dome of telescope A in closed position. Right: The siderostat which feeds the
Cassegrain optics (the tube to the left).
scope A can be moved along the 35m north-east baseline. The third telescope C can be mounted
on each of the stations along the north-east baseline. The spacings between those stations are
multiples of 197 inches (= 5.0038m) and 277 inches (= 7.0358m) (Col99), the length of a lOTA-
baseline can be varied between 5m< Bxy < 38m. Normally one refers to the position of the
telescopes in a rough notation where the position of the telescopes is given in meters on each
track (e. g. A = ne35,B = sel5,C = nelO is the configuration shown in figure 3.1). To de-
fine the baselines more precisely it is necessary to fit the baseline vectors B\y = xx - xy for
(X, Y) = {{A, C); {B, C); {A, B)} to a large number of measured delay line off'sets (Col99).
The telescopes themselves are Cassegrain telescopes with parabolic f/2.5 45cm primary mir-
rors which are fed by 45x86cm siderostats under an angle of 30°. The lOx focused parallel beam
which leaves the CASSEGRAIN optics passes a flat mirror whose alignment is controlled by a star
tracker. Once the loop of the star tracker is closed, this tip-tilt adaptive optics uses piezo motors
to compensate the atmospheric induced motion of the image with a frequency comparable to 1/io.
Beside that, it is possible to flip a mirror in the beam to feed a wide-field (20') CCD TV-camera
whose image can be used for star acquisition.
Next the beam enters an evacuated pipe which contains the two long delay lines (each 28m long).
For telescope C the beam passes the feed and corner mirror and enters the long delay 2 (LD2) from
which it is directed by the exit mirror towards the optical table. The beam from telescope A and
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Figure 3.3: The beam splitter as seen from the vacuum tank tubes. The three beam-sphtters deflecting
the infrared pait of the beam to the mirrors on the left where the light is coupled into fibers. Through the
beam-splitter in the middle we see one of the three mirrors which are deflecting the visual light into the
star trackers.
B passes the same configuration of mirrors but the observer may choose which of these is delayed
by long delay 1 (LDl). The configuration with telescope A fixed and telescope B on LDl is refered
to as the South Delayed Case otherwise it is the North Delayed Case. The tracking of the long
delays is controlled by the software automatically (TraOO). Behind the long delays are two short
delay lines (SDl, SD2) in the optical path. They are used to scan carefully through the optical
path delay and to locate the fringes. Using the notation from chapter 2, t is the delay containing
external as well as internal delays, f is then going to be adjusted with LD1/LD2 and SD1/SD2 in
order to locate the white light fringe at r = 0.
On the optical table, a beam-splitter separates the visual and infrared components of the beam
(see figure 3.3). The visual light passes the beam-splitter and is finally focused on three different
quadrants of the 32x32 pixel-CCD-chip of the star tracker. The infrared component of the beam
is coupled into six optical fibers. An advantage of fiber interferometers is the spatial filtering such
that phase irregularities in the wave-front are converted into amplitude fluctuation that can be
corrected for (MonOl). At IOTA, the light is combined by IONICS two-beam combiners (Tra02)
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Figure 3.4: The IONIC3 beam combiners (to the right) and the PICNIC camera (to the left).
which provide in analogy to equation (2.9) the interferometric output (MonOl)
Ixy{t) = I.x + ly + 2\/lxIy cos(cfcr - (pyx)
I'xyir) = I,x + ly - 2^IxIy cos{ckr - 4>yx) (3.1)
where a perfectly balanced couphng is assumed. Using the equations (2.12) and (2.10) it can be
shown that this is equivalent to
Ixy{T) = Ix+Iy + ^VRpy/lxIy
where a perfectly balanced coupling is assumed.
This interferometric output is focused onto the detector of the PICNIC camera for all three
baselines. The actual allocation of the baselines to the individual PICNIC pixels depends on the
configuration North/South delayed case and can be seen in table 3.1.
Technical features of this low-noise HgCdTe camera are four individually controlled 128x128 pixel
quadrants and a high (better than 50%) quantum efficiency in the near infrared (0.8 - 2.5^m). But
(3.2)
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Table 3.1: Combiimations of the three telescopes on the six pixels of PICNIC.
Pixel North Delayed Case South Delayed Case
0 A C B C
1 A C B C
2 B C A C
3 B C A C
4 A B B A
5 A B B A
most essential is that the camera is able to measure all six signals \vithin a time frame smaller
than the coherence time. It is reasonable for the observer to adjust some of the camera param-
eters in dependence of the atmospheric conditions. The most important camera parameters are
Nreads (which is the number of times an individual pixel is read for averaging), Ni^ops (which is
the number of times a readout is repeated for averaging) and iV,,,„ (which is the number of read-
outs during one scan). Under bad atmospheric conditions it might be reasonable to decrease Nr.ads-
To scan through the fringe package, the optical delay is changed by the piezos on two baselines.
Therefore the optical path delay (OPD) of a scan is determined by the mechanical stroke L' of a
swipe of the piezo scanners. Using the equation OPD = 2Z,'/cos(10°) by (Mil99) and the value
L' « 25/;.m for SD2 from the headerfiles, then the optical path becomes L w 50//m. SDl samples
with twice that value (« 100//m) and the third baseline with the difference 100/im-50//m= 50//m.
So SDl is scanned at twice the frequency than the other two baselines.
The camera is also equipped with three broadband filters for the J, H and K" band (Pedre). For
very bright objects there are neutral density filters with difl^erent efficiencies (e. g. ND 3% and ND
25%). In its current configuration, the limiting magnitude for IOTA to measure fringes is about
7'!'0 in the H-band (Pedre). The six intensities measured on PICNIC (North Delayed Case: [Iac,
I'ac Ibc, I'bc^ Iab, I'abI South Delayed Case: [Ibc, I'bc^ Iac. I'ac ^ba, I'ba]) are finally saved
in datafiles together with headerfiles. The data reduction of those files is going to be examined in
chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4
OBSERVATIONS
4.1 Observation Runs
The data used for this thesis was taken by Peter Schloerb and myself in two observation runs,
each lasting about one week. In the first run from the 11th to the 16th of November 2002, we con-
centrated on the close binary star Capella. Another goal of this first observation run was to observe
calibrator stars in a high frequency to confirm the overall stability of the instrument. During the
week, the atmospheric conditions were improving continuously up to the last night {2002Novl6)
when seeing was worsening again.
The beginning of the second run was strongly affected by bad weather conditions such that data
could only be taken between the 21st and 24th of March 2003. During this run we observed a
large variety of different objects. We placed emphasis on the spectroscopic binary A Vir for which
a period of 206.64d was measured (Hof82). The same reference refutes reports of an 1.93017d
period ((Abt61), (Tok97)). This object was already observed by some other members of the lOTA-
community, so we tried to provide additional data to allow an orbit fit. Table 4.2 lists the objects
and the number of observations which have been done.
The complete observation logs, presented in Appendix A show our observing procedure: Before
and directly after each target star we observed calibrator stars to calibrate resolved objects with
point sources (in the ideal case). When data acquisition on one star is completed, it is part of the
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observation sequence to take a set of four additional files with two or all of the beams shuttered
out. Later in data reduction, those files can be used to correct for imbalanced beam combination
or other asymmetries.
For most observations we used the H band filter which is mounted on one of the filterwheels of
the PICNIC camera. This standard filter provides a rectangular window centered at Ao = 1.65/(m
with width AA = 0.30pm (Mil99). For test purposes we used a 1.65/im narrow band filter as well.
A summary of all observed objects is given in table 4.2.
4.2 Capella
The apparent magnitude of 0"'041 (Kri90) makes Capella the sixth brightest star on the whole sky.
Assuming the parallax of (77.29 ± 0.89) mas measured by Hipparcos (Simbad) one can determine
the distance of the spectroscopic binary system to d = (12.94 ± 0.15) pc.
The system is very well studied. Aheady the first spectroscopic measurements in 1899 by Camp-
bell (Caml899) revealed it's nature as a binary star. Since then it was studied intensively over the
whole accessible range of the electromagnetic spectrum. The components of the system are classified
as G8 III (for Capella Aa) and Gl III (for Capella Ab) giants (Joh02). More detailed spectroscopic
measurements revealed the rotational periods of the components itself (StrOl). The hotter Ab
component rotates with (8.64 ± 0.09)d period, which makes it asynchronous to the binary rotation
whereas the cooler Aa component rotates synchronously with a period of 104.022d (Hum94).
The evolutionary state of the two components is very interesting. Both stars have approximately
the same mass (MAa = (2.69 ± 0.06)Mq; Mfyb = (2.56 ± O.O4)A/0 (Hum94)) and comparable di-
ameters (TAa = (8.5 ±0.1) mas; VAb = (6.4 ± 0.3) mas) but significantly different evolutionary
states. Capella Aa is a Helium burning giant whereas the hotter and more active Ab component is
located in the Hertzsprung gap (Joh02). It is counter-intuitive that the hotter Gl III star and not
the late-type component is the more active star. Since there is strong evidence (Cha96) for this
hypothesis, one must expect more starspots and chromospherical activity on Capella Ab.
The brightness-ratio, lAb/lAa, of the two components in the optical seems to be very close, but
not exactly equal, to one. In the past there were contradictory conclusions about which of the
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components is the brighter one (Cha96). Within the last decade high-precision measurements came
to the conclusion that Ab is the brighter component in the visual. Ratios for different wavelenghts
are:
lAb/lAa{UOnmy « 0.06
lAb/lAa{'275nmy ^ 0.25
lAb/lAa{'i50nm)'^ « 0.77 (Am = (+0'!>28 ± 0 no))
lAb/lAai'ieinmf « 0.81 (Arn = (+0';'23))
lAb/lAa{547nm.f « 0.92 (Am = (+0'r'09))
lAb/lAai550nm)''^ » 0.87 (Am = (-i-0';'i5±0'r'05))
lAb/lAa(&4inm)'^ 0.93 (Am =
lAb/lAa{800nmf « 1.05 (Am = (-0".'05 ± 0'
-05))
lAb/lAai830nm)^ « 1.11
lAb/lAa{lSOOnm)<^ r; 1.4
2
Figure 4.1: Intensity ratio of the Capella components measured at different wavelengths.
These measurements may be used to make rough predictions for the brightness ratio of the two
components in the H-band. Using a simple linear law one gets via extrapolation /4(,//^a(1600nm) ss
'from (You02)
^from (Hum94)
^from Bagnuolo & Sowell 1988 (Hum94)
^from Strassmeier & Fekel 1990 (Hum94)
^from (Bal96)
"^from (You99)
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Table 4.1: Orbital Elements for Capella (Hum94)
Parameter Capella
a [mas] 56.47 ±0.05
e 0.0000 ±0.0002
in 137.18 ±0.05
n (2000.0) [°] 40.8 ±0.1
To [.JD] 2447528.45 ±0.02
P [days] 104.022 ±0.002
1.64 (see figure 4.1).
In the 1920's Anderson and Merrill derived orbital elements for the a Aur system. A very
high precision orbit of Capella using optical interferometry was provided by (Hum94) (see table 4.2).
This orbit was confirmed by COAST measurements from (Bal96) and (You99) and will be checked
for consistency with the measured IOTA data in chapter 6.
Beside the aperture synthesis maps by COAST in the visual and near-infrared there is an image
taken with the Faint Object Camera on the Hubble Space Telescope which just separates the
components at ultraviolet wavelengths (You02).
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CHAPTER 5
DATA REDUCTION
5.1 Basic Processing
During data acquisition the scans are written in datafiles, each containing N^atafUe number of
scans. Each of those scans consists of Nscan readouts each with six pixel values from type double.
In November we decided to save 500 scans in each datafile. In the data reduction process all scans
in a datafile are reduced separately first. After that the quantities from the separate scans are
averaged to decrease the statistical error for the visibility and closure phase measurement. At this
point we make the assumption that none of those quantities is changing significantly during the
acquisition of one data file, which lasts typically several minutes. As we will see later, this assump-
tion doesn't hold for highly resolved objects. So we choose Naataf,te = 200 for the observation run
in March.
The PICNIC camera provides an integrated signal over each scan and resets only at the beginning
of a scan. A faster dechne in the signal corresponds to a higher flux. By differentiating the raw
complementary signals I.xy.raw and /Vi'.rau, ^om the baseline between telescope A' and Y we
obtain Ixv =
'''^'".r"
"
^"'^
^'xv — '"'^It'" Then the difference of the two signals is calculated
to eliminate the atmospheric "common mode" noise. To obtain the reduced intensity /red this
difference is normalized. Then the arbitrary offset is removed by subtracting the mean such that a
fringe package will oscillate in the range [-!,+!] around zero. Naturally this relation doesn't hold
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for noise. So with a low signal to noise ratio (SNR) the measured signal may exceed this range (see
e. g. figure 5.1 b)). To formalize those steps we may write
,
,
/.Yr(r)-/Vy(r) J.Yy(r) - /Vy(r) ,
(5.1)
Of course, the sampling by the camera is discrete so we may denote the time between two readouts
as &T.
5.2 Properties of our Data
Figure 5.1 shows some typical scans from our observation run which demonstrate different condi-
tions. The top row shows nice fringes obtained under good seeing whereas the second row demon-
strates worse observational conditions. Already during data acquisition we mentioned a disturbing
effect and will refer to it as Resonance Effect: Beside the fringe peak there is an arbitrary number of
additional peaks at lower and higher frequencies. To verify that those additional peaks (like in fig-
ure 5.1c) are not due to noise we provide power spectra averaged over 500 scans in figure 5.2. Those
peaks are symmetrical around the fringe frequency and are produced by mechanical resonance of
the piezo scanners. The amplitude of this effect is varying over the whole range from undetectable
to completely dominating, but the effect is typically significantly weaker on the baseline which
samples with doubled frequency.
Also in time space one can seen an interesting effect: Sometimes there seem to be fluctuations
of the frequency within the fringe package. Quite often this effect observed in time space may be
correlated with the earlier mentioned resonance problem. Another reasonable explanation is that
the atmospheric piston effect changes the light path above the individual telescopes which may
result in frequency changes within the scan as well. For highly resolved objects like Capella the
fringe might be complex due to the nature of the source structure (see chapter 2.3). An extreme
case can be seen in figure 5.3.
The resonance effect described above requires special treatment and data reduction procedures
that are beyond the standard repertoire. For example, to estimate the visibility the routine proce-
dure would be to measure the power of the fringe in the power spectrum of the scan. However it
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Figure 5.1: Representative Scans from November 13, 2002. The left column shows the reduced intensities,
the right one the power spectra. 32
ax)2Nov13/29-SeaJH15 20KNovl3/29 - Scan »15
-20 0 ZO 40 0 S 10 15
CiPD l/.mi Frc'iuonrv [Mm-i|
Figure 5.3: Case with extreme distortion in two of the three fringes (Source: a Cas).
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turned out that this approach did not lead to satisfying results. Therefore other routines needed to
be developed and were implemented. In the following we present the different procedures and the
results demonstrated on the representative data shown in figure 5.1.
5.3 From the Raw Data to the Visibihty
In the following sections we wil, present different methods to estimate the amplitude of a fr.nge
,(also called the Fr^n.e V.s^^ or the Co.e.ence Factor,. To correlate those measured quantities
to the visib,hty as defined in equation (2.15) we have to correct two important effects:
.
The telescopes or the beam combiner might be unManc.i^ i. e. the fight intensity reaching
the camera pixels from two telescopes may not be equal.
.
The mterferometric efficiency of the systems must be measured on a reference source This
mstrumental response ,s given by the transHriuncUon T and may change durmg the obser-
vation.
Therefore the fringe amplitude must be corrected for both effects to obtain the visibility V:
~ T (5.2)
where U is a correction factor for the imbalance between the two telescopes. The calculation of U
will be discussed in section 5.4.
The value T is defined as the fringe visibility when observing a point source with a balanced
system. Therefore this factor can be easHy obtained for one particular time by reducing the observed
calibrators in the same way as the target stars. For an unresolved source T . whereas
for^a resolved calibrator with an a priori known uniform disk diameter 0., the correction becomes
T
- l^caU,.res./VuoiGuD) (usiug equation (2.22)). Ideally, the calibrator source should be from
the same spectral type as the target.
In general, the most promising concept to determine the transfer function for an observation at a
particular time t is the interpolation between neighbouring groups of calibrators. First all contiguous
measurements of one calibrator are grouped and the average (T) is calculated for each group. To
cafibrate a fringe visibility ^.(t) one may just interpolate linearly between the neighbouring calibrator
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groups. Let's call the averaged transfer functions of the two groups {T,{ti)) and {Tr{tr)} then
Vit) = Uuit)(T,+ 'l^it-t,)y'
(5.3)
Sometimes directly neighbouring calibrator groups might be not available. Then one can make the
assumption that T is quite stable over the night. Thus the fringe visibility of all calibrators for that
night can be just averaged to obtain (T). Fortunately it can be checked empirically how good the
assumption is just by looking at the scattering of the estimated fringe visibilities of unresolved stars
during that night. This procedure might be also useful to measure resolved calibrators against other
less resolved calibrators to obtain stellar diameter estimations. This happened in our observation
run in November 2002 for the calibrator stars a Lyn and a Cas. To use them for the calibration
of target objects we used the fitted stellar radius 0 and corrected the measured fringe visibility by
dividing with Vud(Q)-
5.3.1 Extracting the Fringe Visibility using the Power Spectrum
According to Parseval's theorem the power of a signal is the same whether computed in time or
frequency space. Since we may choose an arbitrary normalization, we can define the power spectrum
as the absolute square of the fourier transform VH := \:F{u)\\ In practice, the power spectrum
is calculated with a fast Fourier transform (FFT) and the relation V{iy) := 5R(Jf"(i/))2 + ,
To avoid aliasing, the data is multiplied by a window function (e. g. the Welch window (Pre92))
before the computation.
A very nice property of power spectra is that in averaging, real signals add constructively in the
power spectrum while it decreases noise. Thus this method is useful, especially for the measurement
of the fringe power in cases of low SNR.
The width of the fringe peak in the power spectrum is given by the bandwidth but it might also
be broadened by atmospheric piston. In addition, there is a noise background which has a positive,
but quite constant, slope in most of the cases. To fit the fringe peak the background is first esti-
mated by measuring the lowest power P,(j/,) in a window on the lower-frequency end of the covered
frequency range. The same is done for Pr, measured at Ur in a window on the high-frequency end
of the power spectrum.
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This averaged background level with constant slope is subtracted such that mainly the signal
remains:
ngsub(i^) = V(y) - (pi + - u,)^ (5.4)
Finally a Gaussian is fitted to the data. The fit was realized with a least square fit based on the
LEVENBERG-MARQUARDT-algorithm presented in (Pre92). The amplitude, width and central fre-
quency of the Gaussian are free parameters. With reasonable initial guesses this algorithm works
well on data with single peaks as figure 5.4 a) shows. But the appearance of additional strong
resonance peaks can confuse this fitting algorithm and lead to incorrect results (as in figure 5.4 b)).
The fringe visibility estimated with this method for all nights of our observation run in November
2002 is shown in figure 5.5. It is worth noticing that the abscissa shows the file number and not
time as in some other plots. This way all nights (separated by vertical lines) can be shown in just
one plot. The thin horizontal lines show the transfer function averaged over all calibrators observed
during one night. Since the calibrators scatter dramatically about those averages, this method
seems not to be adequate to estimate the fringe visibilities for our data due to the disturbing influ-
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Figure 5.5: The data from November 2002 reduced using the Power Spectrum Method. The vertical lines
separate the different nights whereas the horizontal lines give the average of the unresolved calibrator stars.
Points with negative fitted amplitude were rejected during the reduction process. Color Code: see table 4.2
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ence of the resonance peaks.
Also the attempt just to integrate the signal above the noise level within a reasonable-sized
window around the fringe peak frequency (in the hope the total power would be conserved even
with resonances) did not yield satisfying results. Therefore below we consider new methods which
do not require use of the power spectrum.
5.3.2 Extracting the Fringe Visibility by Fringe Envelope Fitting
The Fringe Envelope Frtttng algorithm avoids all trouble which may rise from the disturbing reso-
nance or any piston effects by ignoring the internal structure of the fringe packet. To our knowledge,
this new method has not been reported in previous work on this subject. Instead of fitting the re-
sponse function from equation (2.12), this algorithm just picks the local maxima and minima and
fits this envelope to the sinc-envelope function.
To determine the fringe envelope, the algorithm runs through all points of a scan and identifies
those points which are local extremes. To ensure that it is not only a small-scale fluctuation, we used
for a local maximum at the point /„d(r) the criteria /,ed(r) > 0 and 7„d(r - 2<5r) < I,,^(t - 6t) <
/red(r) > Iredir + St) > /„,(r + 2St). By replacing /,ed(r) with
-/red(r), we get the criterion for
the negative envelope points.
Applying these criteria to the data provides a set of points for the positive envelope fpos :=
{(n,/red(n))} as well as a set of points for the negative envelope fneg := {(r,,/,ed(rj ))}. Instead of
fitting those two sets of envelope points separately, we may calculate the set union £ := £p^, u £„,g
and fit this to the sinc-envelope function to obtain a more physically meaningful result since the
two envelopes are not independent.
Our algorithm fits the function
/red(r) =/;-sinc ^^(r-C)j (5.5)
To get reasonable results, the fit algorithm needs an initial estimate for the three fit parameters
//, W and C. For the width W of the envelope one may just use a typical value for this specific
baseline. The fringe center C can be localized by the lOTA-Ames Fringe Tracker (Wil02) with
sufficient precision. This program determines whether or not there is a fringe packet within a scan
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using the power spectrum and some symmetry criteria. Additionally it provides an estimate of
the position of the fringe and the Gaussian noise. In the final fit all three parameters may be
varied. However the overall result seems to improve when a second fit is performed with W as fixed
parameter, since high noise tends to bias the algorithm to fit wider envelopes. The provided by
the fit algorithm is used as the criterion to decide whether the fit with free or fixed width is better.
Figure 5.6 shows the same examples as figure 5.1 but with the extracted envelopes and the fitted
sine functions. As demonstrated in case c) this algorithm is not aflfected by the resonance effect. The
noise-case b) shows how important it is for this algorithm to choose reasonable rejection criteria
to eliminate noisy scans. Good criteria are and the aberration of the fitted values from the
estimations. So case b) would be rejected because of the high and of the unrealistic large fitted
W parameter.
To verify the proper behaviour of this algorithm and justify the step of averaging, we did a
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) of one group of continuous observations of a Gas. As Figure 5.7
a) shows, is // for the processed 6500 scans quite Gaussian distributed. Also the distribution of W
seems to be well behaved as figure 5.7 b) shows. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test (Pre92) gave
the result that for 42 of 870 data sets the Null hypothesis, that the fringe visibility distribution is
Gaussian, must be rejected on a 3a-level (see figure 5.8). So it seems to be justified to take the
mean as an estimation of n for a whole datafile. The error is then given by the standard deviation
for N independent scans cr/\/(N - 1).
One might expect that the algorithm would tend to overestimate the Fringe Visibility as soon
as the noise level becomes high. To examine the behaviour of the algorithm under controlled
conditions we simulated fringes with additive Gaussian noise of amplitude e. The typical result
for such a simulation can be seen in figure 5.9: The fitted Fringe Amplitude stays quite stable for
low noise and shows then an inclining bias till the envelope cannot be fitted anymore. Since the
bias seems to follow a comprehensible law we tried to apply corrections. Two different attempts
were taken: Since the logarithmic plot in figure 5.9 b) shows straight lines, we tried first a simple
exponential law for the correction
IJ-unbxas = II e-^'' (5.6)
where e is provided by the weight-p&v&meter from the lOTA-Ames Fringe Tracker (Wil02) and p
must be determined from the average slope of the lines in figure 5.9 b). The result of this correction
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Figure 5.6: Representative Scans from November 13, 2002 with Fringe Envelope Fits. The extracted
envelope and the fitted envelope function in plotted. The set of negative envelope points £neg had be
inverted to obtain £'. 40
a) KDE n b) KDE W
100
Figure 5.7: Distribution of tiie fitted n and W for 6500 scans fi-om 2002Novl3/21..37. Data of the resolved
star a Cas on tlie BC baseline. A Gaussian Kernel with width 4.0 was used for the u-KDE. For the W-KDE
the Kernel width was 0.1.
KSIest
0 200 400 600
Figure 5.8: Results of a Kolmogorov Smirnov-test. The Null hypothesis that the distribution of the fitted
amplitudes is Gaussian was tested (l=it is Gaussian, 0=it is not Gaussian). 870 data sets are sampled.
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a) Linear Scaling b) Logarithmic Scaling
Figure 5.9: Response of the fringe envelope fitting algorithm to additive Gaussian noise. Simulated fringes
with amphtudes of 0,2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 were generated and then fitted in the same way as real data. The
ordinate gives the amplitude of the added noise.
Figure 5.10: The fitted Fringe Visibility after a correction applied. Same data as in 5.9 with the correction
from equation (5.6) and the parameter t] = 0.5 applied. The noise e was measured independently from the
noise value used for the generation of the Gaussian noise.
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can be seen in figure 5.10. The bias is removed up to a few percent. Since the slopes are not the
same for all fringe visibilities some residuals remain. Therefore a correction was attempted using a
2-D correction matrix which would supply the correction factor for each unique noise versus fitted
fringe amplitude combination. This matrix was calculated with the generation of simulated fringes
for thousands of different parameters. Unfortunately the corrections from this matrix tend not to
be very smooth so we observed undesirable steps within the corrected fringe visibilities and rejected
this method.
Figure 5.11 shows the fringe envelope fitting algorithm applied on the data from November.
Bias-corrections using equation (5.6) were done. The scattering of the calibrator stars around the
average value is quite low and it is easy to perceive that the stars a Cas (green) and a Lyn are
resolved compared to other calibrators.
5.3.3 Extracting the Fringe Visibility using the Continuous Wavelet Trans-
form
The wavelet transformation is a common tool in some special branches of medicine, meteorology
and computer science where it is used e. g. for arrythmia diagnostics, the analysis of El Niiio phe-
nomena and for video signal compression. We found the first mention of wavelets for the purposes
of astronomical interferometry in (Que02) where Damien Segransan mentions this method for
the use of the reduction of noisy interferograms. Since no further details are given and this method
appears only as a footnote in the journals, we developed our own reduction procedure based on the
CWT. In the mathematical formulation of wavelet theory we follow (Tor98). Unfortunately, for the
CWT, there is no analogue to Parseval's theorem for Fourier analysis.
In wavelet analysis, the time signal is decomposed into the two-dimensional time-frequency space
which allows localization of the signal. The one-dimensional Fourier transform (FT) measures a
signal against periodic, but non-localized sine and cosine waves, therefore it is not possible to
localize the power within the signal. But instead of just shifting a window over the data and then
calculating the FT (what is done in the windowed Fourier transform WFT), the wavelet transform
replaces the sinusoidal waves of the FT with a function called the mother wavelet i>(r)). The choice
of this mother wavelet is quite arbitrary even if this function has to comply with some normalization
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conditions (see (Tor98)). Since we are going to measure the response of this mother wavelet to our
interferograms, it is definitely advantageous to choose a mother wavelet which shows similarities to
the fringe function (equation 2.12). Therefore a proper choice might be the Morlet wavelet, which
is a sine wave modulated with a Gaussian
^(7,) = 7r-i/4e'*°''-'''/2 (5.7)
where ito is the wavenumber to be adjusted such that the number of fluctuations within ip roughly
fits the number of fluctuations within a typical fringe package (so we choose fco = 6).
Now the CWT is defined as a convolution of the signal Iredir) with the complex conjugate of a
wavelet (which is just a translated and dilated/contracted version of the mother wavelet)
00
W(r,s) =
^ / IredWr {—) dt (5.8)
—00
By varying s and r one obtains a two-dimensional image with real and imaginary part. It is
worth mentioning that the scale s should not be identified with the frequency since the time fre-
quency resolution depends on the scale s! Finally, we obtain the wavelet power spectrum with
Vw{t,s) := \W(t,s)\\
Since the direct computation of the integral (or summation) in equation 5.8 is very time con-
suming we implemented the algorithm by (TorCo) which makes use of the FFT to accelerate the
computation. Since we can neglect normalization factors, the inverse transformation is simply given
by
00
/red(r)= J
K(W(r,s))ds (5.9)
—00
The CWT of the sample data can be seen in figure 5.12. Resonance as well as noise causes the
highly localized fringe power to spread over a larger area. To isolate the fringe itself we apply a filter
which removes all signal below some significance level (e. g. 60%). In addition we implemented
a routine which filters out all those areas that are separated from the partition with the highest
intensity in it. The spread of this remaining partition is used as a rejection criteria. When the
spread along the scale or time axis or the whole area is too large then the scan is rejected. The
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a) Good Conditions (Example; a Cas):
b) Bad Signal-Noise (Example: S Aur):
c) The "Resonance Effect" (Example: a Lyn):
Figure 5.12: Left: The CWT of the same examples as in figure 5.1. Black stands for the highest intensity,
white represents low intensities. Right: After applying our filter.
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a) Good Conditions (Example: a Cas):
aOOShJovl 3/2't - Scan #20 (BC>
After CWX Flltorlng — i
b) Bad Signal-Noise (Example: S Aur):
2002Mov1 3/1 ei - Scan #30 ( BC)
After CWX Rllloring — 1
c) The "Resonance EfFect" (Example: a Lyn):
2002rslov1 3/1 9a - Scan #45 (BO)
' After CWT Flltorlng - 1
Figure 5.13: The examples from figure 5.1 after applying our CWT filter algorithm
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same applies when the partition lies too close to the borders. For good scans, the power of the
fringe is estimated as the integral over the partition.
After the filtering it can be also desirable to perform the inverse transformation as given by equa-
tion 5.9. This way one may evaluate how well the algorithm picks the right area around the fringe.
The inversed filtered CWT is shown in figure 5.13, and it seems that our algorithm works excel-
lently in all cases of good as well as bad SNR. Also in cases with resonance the algorithm picks the
fringe much better than the FT algorithm (compare to figure 5.2). The partition desegmentation
routine tends to cut the offshoots of resonance fringes away. Therefore the routine may tend to
underestimate the fringe power in cases with resonances.
In figure 5.14 and 5.15 we present the data from both of our observation runs reduced with the
CWT algorithm. Two groups on November 15, 2002 extend the calibrator levels (BC baseline).
Those are the scans which were obtained with the 1.65/j.m narrowband filter (see Log in Appendix
A) and had to be rejected due to the lack of calibrators with the same configuration.
5.4 Correcting Imbalances between the Telescopes
Each observation on one target is completed by the acquisition of the four matrixfiles. The purpose
of three of those files is to measure the individual intensities without any interference. This is
achieved just by shuttering out the light of two telescopes alternately. In the following, I will refer
to those three files with Ml (only the shutter for the fixed delay is open), M2 (only the shutter
for SDl is open) and M3 (only the shutter for SD2 is open). The fourth matrixfile (M4) measures
(comparable to a darkframe) the intensity with all shutters closed. Normally only 100 scans are
saved in the matrixfile. The PICNIC camera on IOTA measures six pixels all in all or three pairs
with complementary interferometric outputs, each pair corresponding to one baseline combination.
As described in chapter 3 the specific allocation of the individual pixels to the telescopes depends
on the configuration (North/South Delayed Case). To keep the following equations general we will
just refer to the notation already used in equation (5.10) such that A' and V denote two different
telescopes which are producing the interferometric output Ixy(t) and /Vv'('^)- '"^ contrast
to the earlier definition we distinguish now between the individual intensities ly, ly as
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Figure 5.14: The data from November 2002 reduced using the CWT algorithm. Same settings as i
figure 5.5. Color Code: see table 4.2
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Figure 5.15: The data from March 2002 reduced using the CWT algorithm. Same settings as in figure 5.5.
Color Code; see table 4.2
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measured by the pixel pair o, 6 on the PICNIC camera. Then it yields that
'(r) = I'x
I'xyir) (5.10)
where VT is the visibility which would be measured by a perfect balanced instrument. Calculating
the reduced intensity as defined in equation 5.1 (but ignoring arbitrary offsets for simplicity) we
obtain the general formulae
(5.11)
1% + /?. - - I\- + 2VTRf (^x/^W + v-f.YA
1% + + 4 + li- + 2VTRf (y/TW-
Normally this relation is simplified with the assumption of a perfect beam combiner ( (4 = 4 = I.x )'
(/o =
/J.
= ly) and perfectly balanced telescopes I.x = h' therefore equation 5.11 could be simpli-
fied to /red, perf2 = VTRp. Of course, this assumption is not justifiable, instead we should assume
a more general case and separate the V-dependent term in equation (5.11). But it is reasonable to
assume at least I%Iy « /.v/y, so we can make the good approximation
J V
2VTRf
1% + I^. +4 + 4 + constant
(5.12)
Since we are using the measured /red to obtain the fitted fringe visibility //, we can calibrate our
data just by multiplying iJ. with a correction factor U to get the corrected visibility V as formalized
in equation (5.2) with
(5.13)
In table 5.1, we present the correction equations for all possible cases. The values for all intensities
must be estimated from the matrixfiles, which is the topic of the following subsection.
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Table 5.1: The correction equations for the different pixel pairs and the different cases.
Reduced Intensity North Delayed Case
Uac
Ubc
South Delayed Case
Ubc If, +lr +'b
Uac =
Uab
5.4.1 Reducing the Matrixfiles
The matrixfiles have exactly the same structure as the data files. So the first step in data reduction
is again taking the derivative of the raw data supplied by PICNIC. A more negative signal corre-
sponds to a higher measured flux on the CCD. Since the light intensity which reaches the camera
from the baseline with open shutter is supposed to be constant for the individual pixels, we expect
a stable signal. But as the example in figure 5.16 shows, there is a small drop in the intensity in
the beginning of each scan (enlarged in figure 5.17). We suppose that this drop is caused by the
initial reset of the camera.
Figure 5.16 shows the inequality we want to correct for: The averaged intensity {IpQ) measured
on pixel P2 (blue) in Ml is significantly stronger than the intensity in M3. Possible reasons
for these inequalities will be discussed in chapter 8.
Both of the above mentioned intensities still contain the dark current background due to the
instrument alone. We have to subtract this background to obtain the quantity Ip as required by
the equation in table 5.1 (for this particular case the equation for the south-delayed case applies).
Usually the "null-matrix" M4 would be used to obtain the average noise level for the individual
camera pixels. However we discovered a peculiar effect which can be seen in figure 5.17: The
averaged intensity in the null-matrix is significantly higher than in the other matrixfiles - even
if the baselines are shuttered off in exactly the same way! Extended investigations showed that
this relation always holds (hn > hix for the shuttered out pixels on A' = 1,2,3). There is a
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M1 - 100 Scans
M2- 100 Scans
200 250
0 -
''^\<'V!i/^i^f,\i^^iljjJii/4^^
150 200 250
M4- 100 Scans
150 200 250
100 150
Figure 5 16- A sample for the signals in the matrixfiles
(here 2002Novl4/117..120). Each signal was
Lerared over- 100 scZ. The abscissa have an arbitrary unit.
Different colors represent the different pixels
on PICNIC: PO=black, Pl=green, P2=blue, P3=cyan,
P4=red, P5=magenta
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Figure 5.18: The intensity of each of the six pixels (diiferent colors). The intensities with the scans
were averaged over all 256 samples. The ordinate gives the number of the scan within the matrixfile from
2002Novl4/85. It seems that the star light was not falling on the detector before Scan #65, but the user
reacquired the star later during the acquisition of the matrix file manually. Please notice that the intensity
in the "nuir'-levels (green and black) changes as soon as star light illuminates the other four pixels.
Figure 5.19: Same settings as in figure 5.18 but with the data firom 2002Novl4/256..259. The ratio of flux
in the BC (black/green) and BA (red/magenta) baseline between the different matrixfiles is so different
that it must be assumed that the star was not being properly tracked during the acquisition of M2. Even
when the algorithm ignores in M2 the scans before #49, the flux ratios between the six signals stays 1 : 9,
1 : 12, 1 : 3.4, 1 : 2.6, 1 : 3.5, 1 : 3.2!
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very illustrative case which confirms this effect as well: During the acquisition of the matrixfile
shown in figure 5.18 the star was not being tracked by the star-tracker initially and the star light
did not reach the camera pixels during the first 60 scans. Then the star tracker locked onto the
star and simultaneously to the increase of the intensity on two baselines, the background falls off
at the completely shuttered out baseline! Therefore the intensity measured by the six pixels is
not independent! Since the intensity drops it can be ruled out that this behaviour is caused by
light scattered from the illuminated pixels onto the dark pixels. Therefore we suspect the camera
electronics as the originator of this undesirable effect. To avoid the situation that the real signal
level may become lower than the background level we do not use the null-matrix M4 but the
background levels in the remaining matrixfiles. So for the South Delayed Case (as in the earlier
presented example) the relations for noise-subtraction become
I? - {& I?
IT = ((Ci) - (C3» I? = {{iL\) - (/f/D)
rPO
= (d^^) 'B
rPi
- (/f/3)>
tP5
=
- {&
tPO
-'c
- {IaA))
jP3
The all-embracing brackets denote the averaging over the whole 100 scans which are contained in
one matrixfile whereas the inner brackets refer to the averaging over the 256 readouts within one
scan. Especially the averaging over the 100 scans must be done carefully. It may happen that the
star is lost by the star trackers (as in the case in figure 5.18). In those cases, simple averaging will
result in an underestimation of the overall averaged intensity and therefore in a correction factor
which is too large! My data reduction program reconstructs those matrixfiles by separating over
those scans which contain clearly signal. When the star was lost during the whole or a dominant
part of the matrixfile acquisition, the matrixfile is rejected and the correction factor cannot be
calculated. There are other cases like the one from 2002Novl4/256..259 (Figure 5.19) where the
flux in the baselines between the different matrixfiles is such as unbalanced (in this case 1:12) that
one must suppose that the star was not properly locked by the star tracker during the acquisition
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Figure 5.20: Calculated correction factors U. Left: Correction factors for our observation runs in Novem-
ber 2002. Right: Correction factors for the data acquired in March 2003. Some individual values exceeded
even the 1.4 border.
of at least one of the matrixfiles. Therefore we had to choose a threshold ratio beyond which
matrixfiles are rejected (e. g. 1:4).
5.4.2 Applying the Correction
When all four averaged intensities are known for one baseline, the correction factor Uxv can be
calculated using table 5.1. To demonstrate that for the sample case, we may calculate the specific
values for Ubc-
iP = 18.46 IP = 22.99
= 19.12 = 30.48
so the correction becomes
22.99+ 18.46+ 19.12 + 30.48
,Unr =
. ,
= 1.0176
v'22.99 X 18.46 + ^19. 12 x 30.48
The other baselines are working analogously. For the North Delayed Case another set of equations
comparable to equations 5.14 must be used but those can be easily obtained applying the same
underlying concept.
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Figure 5.21: Fringe Visibilities after correction for imbalance between pixels. The data was reduced using
the Envelope Fitting method. All matrixfiles with flux ratios above 1 : 4 were rejected. For comparison see
figure 5.11
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If we recall the fringe visibilities in figures 5.11 and 5.14, obtained with two completely different
methods leading to remarkably similar results, one may come to the conclusion that the remaining
small scale (r; 5%) fluctuations are the result from imbalances between the telescopes. Therefore
we calculated the correction factors for all baselines and all observations, setting no threshold for
extreme flux ratio imbalances (as discussed in the last section in context with Figure 5.19). The
resulting correction factors can be seen in figure 5.20. Those corrections are too large obviously, so
the earlier mentioned problem of unrealistic flux ratios cannot be neglected (figure 5.19). It seems
that in a large fraction of our observations the star tracker was not able to lock the star properly.
But it is also problematic to reject those files and simply to assume (7 = 1 because this will just
increase the scattering between the measurements. For the following chapters we used therefore
the uncorrected data assuming (7 = 1 for all scans. Nevertheless we present also the result when
one sets the arbitrary flux ratio threshold for rejection to 1 : 4 (see flgure 5.21). Since a large
fraction of the matrixfiles were rejected, we won't expect any observable improvement concerning
the scattering of the calibrators compared to figure 5.11.
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5.5 Extracting the Closure Phase
0 20 40 60 80
Figure 5.22: Individual phases and closure phases for 6 Aur and Capella. Whereas 5 Aur is an unresolved
calibrator with zero closure phase (left: scan 0..13 and right: scan 72. .85), the resolved binary Capella in
between shows clearly varying closure phases. Data from 2002Novl5/88..169
To estimate the closure phase, we use a quite intuitive method which provides excellent results.
As discussed in chapter 2.6, the closure phase measurement has to be done within a time interval
shorter than the coherence time of the atmosphere fo- Therefore we estimate the positions of
the fringes for all three baselines with the lOTA-Ames Fringe Tracker (Wil02) and average those
positions to obtain a position within the scan which would be most likely to contain high power
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5000 r
Figure 5.23: Histogram of frequency closure against the measured closure phase. The closure phase
measurements which fulfill the frequency closure relation i^dosure = 0 scatter less and show a nice Gaussian
distribution. The histogram was produced using a large number of calibrators: 2002Novl3/166..207 and
2002Novl4/0..54
in all three fringes. Then we set a window around this averaged position. The size Aw of this
window must be chosen carefully to fulfill the earlier mentioned condition A^^Sr < to {we choose
Aw = 32 readouts). After calculating the FFT of all three windowed scans, one can search the
position of the peak fxY within the power spectrum (so i/xr will be discrete) and calculate the
phases ^AB, 'PBC, 'PCA with vxY = tan-' [9(J-(/red(^'.Yy)))/K(.?"(/red(i^.vy')))]- The closure phase
# is then given by equation 2.20. Figure 5.22 shows the individual phases and the closure phase for
one calibrator-target-calibrator sequence. We expect also a frequency closure relation Udos^re = 0
with
I'closure = I^AB + VBC + I^CA (5-14)
This frequency closure relation can be used to reject individual measurements of lower quality. As
figure 5.23 shows, those points which satisfy the frequency closure relation yield a nice Gaussian
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distribution. Therefore our algoritlim rejected tliose measurements
where fdo.ure 7^ 0.
Finally the individual closure phase estimations (0
< i < N.^tafUe) for all scans within a
datafile are averaged. To obtain {*) it is important to
take the 2n periodicity of the phase into
consideration. After bringing all in the range [0,27r], a
proper averaging method would be
\vi:<S',<7r Vi:*,>ir /
^(^(*:)-iv((*)i)^)
' " ^ \ V!;4,<7r Vi:*,>ir /
N
iV- 1
(5.15)
The closure phase may show an arbitrary offset so our data
reduction software subtracts the
average of the closure phases of all calibrators. The final result
for both observation runs can be
seen in figure 5.24.
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a) Novenaber 2002
b) March 2003
Figure 5.24: Closure Phases from the observation run in November 2002. Measurements which showed an
error larger than 0.2 were rejected. The vertical lines separate the different nights whereas the horizontal
lines give the average of the unresolved calibrator stars. Color Code: see table 4.2. Due to a change in
the configuration (North/South Delayed Case), the closure phase sign changes for the last two nights in
November 2002.
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CHAPTER 6
MODEL FITTING
6.1 Position of Components in Binary Systems
In order to obtain quantitative information about the observed targets, a first step is to fit simple
sky brightness distribution models to the measured visibility and closure phase information. The
fundamental mathematics for those fits was given in equations (2.22), (2.29) and (2.30). A separate
modeling program was developed which fits binary star models with two uniformly bright disks
directly to the output file from the data reduction software.
Our fit algorithm minimizes which can depend both on visibilities and closure phases:
(6.1)
To weight both independent quantities equally, one can set the weight parameter Wv and 1^4, to
27rA''$VKj, = Nv^v Including the closure phases into the fit is especially helpful in order to avoid
the quadrant error which arises from the V(u, v) = V(—u, —v) symmetry of the uv-plane. For some
nights the closure phase measurement was poor so we fitted only the visibilities in those cases.
Our error estimation for the visibility measurements include the statistical error as given by the
scattering of the individual measurements within each datafile and an additional calibration error
given by the scattering of the calibrators during one night. As a first step, we fixed the stellar radii
to fit for the positions of the components, using previously measured radii from (Hum94) as an
initial guess for the Capella giants. For A Vir we assumed point sources. The fitted positions are
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Table 6.1: Measured Diameter of resolved calibrators. Data from November 2002 reduced with the Fringe
Envelope Fitting Algorithm.
Object Imbalance Corr. Data Points Fitted Diameter Reference Diameter
Nv [mas] [mas] (Ric02)
a Cas no 107 5.53 ±0.12 6.25 ±0.31
1
yes 107 6.07 ±0.11 6.25 ±0.31
Q Lyn no 29 6.82 ±0.19 9.24 ± 1.02
1
yes 29 6.96 ±0.18 9.24 ± 1.02
not very sensitive to the intensity ratio (a change in lAb/lAa of ±0.5 results typically in a change in
the position of less than 0.5 mas). This is different for fits with a small number of measurements as
for our one Capella observation in March 2003. In those cases one might not perform a grid search
for the global minima but rather fit with a concrete initial guess.
All nights were fitted separately with the position and intensity ratio as free parameters. Our
best-fit results are listed in table 6.2 and 6.3. The positions may be compared with the predictions
by (Hum94) (for orbital elements see table 4.2). The errors on those fits were estimated by fitting
parabolas to the reduced xied °^ with modified intensity ratio (Brute Force Least Square Fit
as described in (Schlo)). Calculating the weighted average and its error obtains the overall best fit
intensity ratios of (1.65 ± 0.23) for Capella and (2.06 ± 0.19) for A Vir.
6.2 Stellar Diameters
Just by fitting the function given in equation (2.22) to the measured visibilities one can estimate
stellar diameters. We did those fits for the Capella giants as well as for the clearly resolved cali-
brators a Cas and a Lyn. For the resolved calibrators we had to extrapolate the transfer function
since there are typically no directly neighbouring observations of unresolved calibrators. To obtain
the averaged transfer function we averaged T for all unresolved calibrators from the same nights.
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b) a Cas with Imbalance Correction
d) a Lyn with Imbalance Correction
a Lyn - SLeilar Radius Estimalion
Figure 6.1: Stellar diameter fits for the resolved calibrators a Cas and
a Lyn. Data taken m November
2002, reduced with the envelope fitting algorithm. In figure b)
and d) the imbalance
^^J^^-J^^^^^^,
with an arbitrary flux-ratio-threshold of 1 : 4. Different colors
md.cate measurements on different basehnes.
blue (AC/BC), red (BC/AC), green (AB/BA) for (North Delayed/South Delayed
Case)
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Our best fit diameters and statistical errors are given in table 6.1. Figure 6.1 shows the fitted
data together with the visibility curves for our diameter estimations and the measured diameters
given by (Ric02). For a Lyn there is a significant discrepancy between our measurement and the
reference measurement. This may be explained by the lack of a proper imbalance correction as
described in chapter 5.4.2. We fitted also the imbalance corrected data given in figure 5.21 which
brought some points in our stellar diameter fit slightly closer to the reference measurement. It is
important to mention that all a Lyn measurements were taken on the night of 11/13/02 at the
break of dawn and are not followed by the measurement of an unresolved calibrator. Considering
those two possible sources of error it is valid to accept a large but unknown systematical error for
the a Lyn measurement. The a Cas measurement agrees with the reference measurement within
the la uncertainty.
For the Capella binary system we fixed the fitted positions and found the diameters with best
again for visibilities and closure phases simultaneously. The results are listed in table 6.2. After
averaging all nights we obtain diameters of Dao = (9-2 ± 0.6) mas and DAb = (6.8 ± 0.6) mas.
Naturally Capella is highly resolved on our nights with longer baselines. Taking that into account
and considering only the three measurements on the longest baseline, we obtain even better values
with Dau = (9.2 ± 0.6) mas and DAb = (6.4 ± 0.2) mas which is consistent with the measurements
by (Hum94) (Dau = (8.5 ± 0.1) mas and A-16 = (6.4 ± 0.3) mas).
6.3 Derived Physical Parameters
Using the results from the last section, one can derive additional physical parameters. With the
Hipparcos measurement of the distance d to Capella (see chapter 4.2) we can calculate the phys-
ical radii of the stars to RAa = (12.8 ± l.O)i?0 and RAb = (9-46 ± 0.9)Rq- Using the masses
obtained from the orbit by (Hum94) with MAa = (2.69 ± O.O6)Af0 and MAb = (2.56 ± 0.04)Mo,
we calculate the mean density of the stars to pAa = (0.0018 ± 0.0006)g cm"^ « O.OOlSp© and
pAb = (0.0043 ± 0.0015)g- cm~' w O.OO31p0 which is realistic for stars in their giant stage (Car96).
To obtain an estimate for the effective temperatures we proceed as in (You99) and use the flux
ratios measured by IOTA in the H band and COAST in the J band to obtain the m"' - m'' color
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Figure 6.2: Fitted and Reference Positions (Hum94) for Capella. The circles indicate the relative
position
of the Aa component around the fixed Ab component along one whole orbit with one day intervals.
Ihe
diameter of the circles does not represent the size of the star disks. The triangles are
the position m the
middle of the observated nights and the triangles with error bars indicate our
measurements.
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Figure 6.4: Best fits for Capella assuming uniform disks. Stellar diameter Dau = 8.5 mas and Daii - 6.'
mas and lAb/Ua = 1-65 are assumed. MJD=JD-2452500. For more details see table 6.2.
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for each star. Starting with the fundamental equations
= -2-51
'Aa+Ab
'Aa+Ab
one obtains
We use the photometric data from (Nog81) with m;^„+^, = -1'!'42 and m^„+^, -
-1'!'77 and get
^./^ _ = 0';'44 and m;^^ - m^^ = 0'!'20. Since there is no error information
provided by our
resources we cannot provide error estimations and have to use it
as a rough approximation. To
relate the infrared colors to effective temperatures we
make use of the work by (Bel89) and get
rough estimates for the Capella giants: T.a.Aa « 5500A' and T^ff,Ab «
6500A:.
The absolute brightness of both components together can be
obtained with the relation M =
m - 51og(d/10pc) using the apparent brightness in the V band mj;„+^, = 0.041
(Kri90) which
obtains MXa+Ab = -0™52 ± 0'!'03. Averaging the V band
intensity ratio from several observers
(see chapter".2) gives I^JlX. = 0.90 ± 0.03 and = 0-29 ±
0^05; = 0-18 ± C-OG using
the overall luminosity L^,+^, = (129.4 ± 3.6)Lo- With the measured
abundance [Fe/H] = 0.43
from (BriOO) and our diameter measurements we can apply
the bolometric correction for giant stars
from (Alo99) and solve for the effective temperatures and the
bolometric luminosities simultaneously
via iteration:
BC
-5.531 X 10 '
_ Q g^^^ ^ 4.420A' - 2.669X2
A'
+ 0.6943A'[fe//fl - O.W71[Fe/H] - 8.612 x 10^'[Fe/H]' (6.4)
Mboi = Mv + BC = -2.51og(L/Lo) + 4'!'76
(6.5)
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Table 6.4: Derived Physical Parameters for Capella.
Parameter Capella Aa Capella Ab
Radius [i?©] 12.8 ± 1.0 8.9 ±0.3
Density p [g cm~^] 0.0018 ±0.0006 0.0043 ±0.0015
Absolute Brightness V-band [mag] Q">2% ± 0'!'05 0'!'18±0™06
Effective Temperature Teff [K] 4870 ± 100 5685 ± 15
Bolometric Luminosity L [Lq] 81.4 ±5.8 73.2 ±4.3
where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and A' = log(reff) - 3.52.
We obtain a bolometric luminosity of the whole system of (154.6 ± 10. 1)L© (see table 6.4). Both
independent methods lead to the result that Ab is the hotter component. Those results fit very
well to typical temperature scales for class III stars. (Alo99) lists typical effective temperatures of
(4860 ± 130) K for G8 III stars (as Capella Aa) and (5306 ± 265) K for 02 III, which is close to Gl
III (Capella Ab). The large error for the effective temperature of the Aa component results from
our large uncertainty in the stellar diameter. We did not include errors due to the calibration for
the bolometric correction itself as given in equation (6.4).
Our results are in good agreement with (Hum94), who used completely independent resources,
other equations for the bolometric correction and obtained T^n, Aa = ("1940 ± 50) K; Tefr, Ab
=
(5700 ± 100) K and L^a = (78.5 ± 1.2)Lo; Lm = (77.6 ± 2.6)1,0.
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CHAPTER 7
APERTURE SYNTHESIS MAPPING
7.1 Image Reconstruction Algorithms
7.1.1 Introduction
The radio astronomy community Iras developed many strategies to reconstruct images using mea-
sured closure phase information. In this work, we make use of the Conventional Hybrid Mapping
(CHM) and the modified Difference Mapping (DFM) imaging algorithms. The underlying concept
of both algorithms is the iterative self-calibration of the phases using closure phase
information and
a source model derived from the CLEAN algorithm applied to a map of the source or of the residuals.
Both algorithms make use of the Clean Beam CB (also Point Spread Function (PSF)) which
represents the response of a point source to the uv-plane sampling obtained in the
experiment. In
practice we obtained the CB by fitting ellipses to diflterent contour levels of the dirty beam DB
(defined in equation (2.34)). Our fitting parameters for those ellipses are major and minor semi
axes and the rotation angle. Two examples can be seen in figure 7.1.
7.1.2 Conventional Hybrid Mapping
In CHM we start without any concrete model and set two of the three phases to zero (which is
equivalent to assuming a point source as source model). For each observation,
the third phase is
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determined by the closure phase relation given in equation (2.20). Using the measured visibilities
we
calculate the DM as defined by (2.32) and normalize it. In the CLEAN cycle, the weighted DB is
subtracted iteratively from the DM. The weight-factor / for this subtraction is given by a constant
gain-factor g times the peak intensity DMmaAx„.a.,yma.) of the strongest feature within the map
f = g DMmax{Xmax,y,nax)- The Coordinates [x„,ax,ymax)
and intensities DMmax{Xmax,ymax) of
those Clean Components CC are stored within a list. After a constant number NcUan of CLEAN
steps are performed, the remaining features represent the residual noise
map NM. By calculating
the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the CC, the new phases are calculated using again the
clo-
sure phase information (Self-Calibration). This procedure is repeated
until convergence is reached.
Finally the map may be shifted to the center of light since phase drifting during the hybrid
mapping
procedure may result in a movement of the features within the map.
7.1.3 Difference Mapping
The DFM approach tries to support the self-calibration process with an initial guess. This
iterative
process adds only positive or negative point sources to the residual map RM . Since not all phases are
varied all at once, this algorithm tends to respond more smoothly and
predictably. The difference
to CHM is illustrated in figure 7.2: As an initial model we generate a model map MM which
may contain two limb-darkened stellar disks. Then a DFT is performed in
order to simulate
the visibilities of this model map. By subtracting those modeled
visibilities from the measured
visibilities and performing the DFT we obtain the RM . Applying a small number of CLEAN steps
on the RM will result again in clean components which can be added as 8 functions in the
form
RM^^Axmax,yn.ax) S(x - x^.x.V - V^ax) to the MM. After cleaning, the
remaining RM will
be kept as noise map NM. With the modified model the algorithm is repeated
until all residuals
between the modeled and measured visibilities have vanished. Finally
the MM is convolved with
the CB and added to the NM.
7.1.4 Limiting Factors
Clearly, the advantage of the CHM algorithm is that it is completely model independent.
But the
proper convergence behaviour may be affected by the following effects:
a) The brightness distribution is too complex compared to the
coverage of the uv-plane.
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Figure 7 2: Hybr.d Mapping and Difference Mapping: CP=(Measured)
Closure Phase Vis=(Mea.ured)
™i DJ=D,rty Map' CM=Clean Map; CC=Clean Components; DB=Dirty Beam; CB=Clean
Beam; MM=Model Map; RM=Residual Map; DFT=Discrete Fourier Transform
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b) The source is very extended compared to the uv-plane coverage.
c) Bandwidth Smearing (see chapter 2.2) may influence the fringe visibihty estimations and
disturb proper mapping (may be related to the prior item).
d) Composite spectrum binaries are challenging because the brightness distribution depends not
only on position but also on wavelength.
The items b) to d) may apply for Capella. For A Vir only item d) may apply. Therefore we expect
a better convergence behaviour for A Vir which is what we observed in our mapping approaches.
To accelerate the convergence of the Capella maps, one may also set clean windows to limit clean-
ing of the map to the positions of the most significant features. Since we are starting with null
phases, which is equivalent to a point source model, a typical behaviour is that most of the power is
concentrating in the origin of the uv-plane first. After a few dozen iterations this power dispenses
into strong features at the expected positions of the stars. Usually less significant features at other
places will remain within the map. Setting clean windows around the main features will assist the
convergence of the hybrid map.
Items a) and b) are solved best by increasing the coverage of the uv-plane. To estimate the
influence of Bandwidth Smearing one may compute the CWT for a large number of scans, locate
and recenter the center of the fringe in the individual scans and average all CWTs. This way noise
will decrease and real signals add constructively as in the power spectrum. We simulated typical
properties of CWTs which are affected by Bandwidth Smearing and found the most significant
feature to be that in those CWTs the fringe power is smeared over a broader range in time. Using
a reliable source model, the response of the CWT algorithm to this effect might be simulated and
corrected. Since our averaged power spectra apparently did not show this characteristic fringe peak
broadening we did not perform this correction.
One may also correct for d), the Composite Spectrum imaging problem. Simulations by (HumOl)
showed that the quality of maps with stars of significantly different spectral types can be improved
noticeably by introducing two different effective temperatures as additional fit parameters. Natu-
rally, those temperatures must be assigned to specific regions within the map.
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7.2 Results
Using the introduced mapping procedures we produced a large number of maps. Since the A Vir
data can be modeled as point sources without any significant residuals, only hybrid mapping seems
to be a reasonable approach. For three of the four nights the uv-plane coverage is very poor which
results in a huge, elliptical CB. Since the modeling in chapter 6.3 confirmed that the stars do
not seem to move significantly over the four days of observation, we added all nights together and
obtained a map which easily converges in CHM without any model assumptions (see figure 7.7).
Since Capella is clearly resolved by IOTA, we produced hybrid maps as well as difference maps
of this object. The data obtained on individual nights with shorter baselines converges with-
out any problems in CHM due to the simpler brightness distribution. To improve the coverage
of the uv-plane, we rotated the uv-coordinates as described in section 2.8.1. The rotation of
the binary components was carried out such that the components appear at the medial position
{dRA{tref),dDEC{tref)) = (14.05,-41.86) mas. To confirm that the correction was successful,
we repeated the model fit that was used to obtain table 6.2 and got the overall best-fit position
(dRA, dDEC) = (14.35, —40.94) mas with an appreciable improvement in the overall fit. Using this
correction we obtained the hybrid map shown in figure 7.4 and the difference map in 7.5. Figure 7.3
shows a hybrid map using data from an individual night. For the interpretation of maps generated
with this procedure we should keep in mind that the Aa-component rotates synchronously with
the orbit whereas the brighter and smaller Ab-component rotates with a period of Ri 8.64d (see
chapter 4.2).
Details for all maps presented are given in tables 7.1 and 7.2. We measured the center of light
position for each star to compare the positions of the stars within the maps with the fitted and the
predicted positions (as given in table 6.2). All positions agree very well within expected errors due
to the finite beam size. The given beam sizes equal twice the minor and major axes of the clean
beam ellipse measured to the 50% contour. Also the intensity ratios, obtained by integrating over
the area of the individual stars, are in agreement with the fitted intensity ratios. To estimate the
sizes of the resolved stars in the maps we convolved uniform disk models with the clean beam and
measured the response of those models to the stars within the map. To determine the error on
these diameter estimations we performed a Brute Force Least Square Fit (Schlo). Especially for
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CHM the diameters are in good agreement with our modehng results as table 7.1 shows.
Such a comparison is important since the produced CHM does not depend on any initial model and
therefore allows us to confirm our earlier results completely independently.
We confirmed the movement of the Capella giants along the 14° arc covered by the five days of our
November observation run in chapter 6.2. Attempts to map the movement of the stars using CHM
on data of individual nights were not successful since the uv-plane coverage is too poor for most of
the nights. Therefore we applied DFM using the same initial model for each night. In the initial
map we placed the stars at a medial position and observed that the DFM algorithm corrects this
model by adding components with positive intensity at the real position of the star. Simultaneously
the algorithm adds S functions with negative amplitude at the place of the stellar disks in the initial
model. Since the size of the beam may change, it is difficult to compare the resulting difference
maps directly. It is more promising to compare residual difference maps obtained by subtracting a
convolution of the initial model with the CB from the DFM for each night. Figure 7.8 shows the
residual difference maps for all five nights of our observation run in November 2002. Since in some
maps the residuals are only 10% we see several noise features. The clockwise movement of the Aa
component appears significantly in the lower right quadrant following the color sequence black
j-ed -> blue -> green -> magenta. Less significant (due to the shorter arc) appears the movement
of the Ab components in the upper left quadrant.
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CHM - Capella (2002 November 15)
c) Map d) uv-plane coverage
Figure 7.3: Hybrid map of Capella usmg the data from November 15 2002.
^'^^
^^-toVd-Bc'
ble 7.1. The different colors in the uv-plane plot correspond to the
different basehnes: Black-AC, Red-BO,
Blue=AB.
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CHM - Capella (2002 November 12. .16)
a) Contours (5% interval)
2002 November 12 16
b) Surface Plot
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Pi,ure 7.4= Hyb.d n.ap of CapeUa using the complete
data
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see table 7.1. The different colors in the
uv-plane plot correspond to the d.tterent
Red=BC; Blue=AB.
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DFM - Capella (2002 November 12. .16)
d) uv-plane coverage
2002 N
Figure 7.5: Difference map of Capella using the complete data from 2002 November 12.. 16. For more de-
tails see table 7.1. The different colors in the uv-plane plot correspond to the different baselines: Black=AC;
Red=BC; Blue=AB.
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Figure 7.6: Initial model (left) and corrected model (right) for tiie DFM shown in figure 7.5. The Self-
Calibration process adjusted the phases ipBc (blue), <pAC (green) and ipsA (cyan). Measured visibilities
are black whereas the visibilities calculated from the MM are red.
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CHM - A Vir (2003 March 21. .24)
a) Contours (5% interval) b) Surface Plot
2003 Match 21 24
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Figure 7.7: Hybrid map of A Vir using data from 2003 March 21. .24. For more details see table 7.1. The
different colors in the uv-plane plot correspond to the different baselines; Black=BC; Red=AC; Blue=BA.
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Figure 7.8: Superposition of residual difference maps for five individual nights. Each map was obtained
using exactly the same initial model. To obtain the residuals between this initial model and the resulting
difference map, we convolved the initial model with the CB and subtracted it from the final difference map.
Following the used color sequence (Black: Novl2; Red: Novl3; Blue: Novl4; Green: Novl5; Magenta:
Novl6) one can see the movement of the stars. Close to the position of the stellar disks in the initial model
the DFM algorithm removed intensity by adding 6 functions with negative amplitude.
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CHAPTER 8
REMARKS ON THE PERFORMANCE
OF THE IOTA FACILITY
To summarize our experience from both observation runs and our efforts for data reduction, we
want
to make the following remarks about the current performance of the IOTA observatory. In
some
cases we point out potential problems and make constructive suggestions for future
improvements
of this remarkable facility. Naturally we cannot incorporate most recent
modifications which were
carried out since our last observation run in March 2003.
. During an engineering period, the "resonance effect" should be investigated and
eliminated if
possible. We had found that the influence of this effect may be reduced with the development
of algorithms other than the power spectrum method. But presumably
all results obtained
would improve when the resonance problem is eliminated.
. Arguably, the largest imbalance between the telescopes comes from an
unequal positioning of
the fibers on the camera-pixels. It is part of the lOTA-observation
procedure to use the "Fiber
Explorer" software to maximize the flux on the PICNIC CCD-pixels. During
the observation
run in March 2003, we realized that a multiple repetition of this
procedure during the night
may improve the results significantly. So this could be an affect
of temperature variations
during the night. Also refraction will effect the alignment of
the fibers on the camera. The
refraction coefficient depends on the wavelength, so with changing
altitude the star tracker
will continue to track the optical position while the
position of the infrared peak on the CCD
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moves. In low-altitude observations, another way to get an inequality in the intensities from
the different telescopes would be a reduction of the effective mirror area caused by partial
occultation of the siderostats by the domes.
Currently, the matrixfiles which are intended to be used to correct for those imbalances are
inadequate for the requirements. Quite often the matrixfiles have to be rejected because
the star tracker was not able to track the star correctly. A useful modification would be to
include a data reduction algorithm into the data acquisition software. This algorithm should
determine the flux ratio measured between the telescopes and recommend the observer to
repeat the acquisition of the matrixfiles automatically if necessary. The computation time for
such an algorithm is completely negligible.
The fringe tracking algorithm based on the FFT could be replaced by a wavelet based algo-
rithm. This may improve the performance especially in cases with bad SNR. The same holds
for the function which allows to scan with the short delays for fringes. Since the computetion
of the CWT is more expensive than the computation of a single FFT, it must be examined
if the current hardware equipment allows to run this CWT-algorithm on the IOTA site in
real-time. The algorithm I implemented in the data reduction software is based on the com-
putation of FFTs (Tor98) with an overall complexity of 0{Niatafiie iog,(NdatajUe))- There
is a faster but also much more complex algorithm based on B-Splines (MuiiOO) which follows
O(Ndataf iie)- Another very simple way to reduce the computation time is to narrow the range
of computed scales close around the fringe.
The filter algorithm presented in chapter 5.3.3 (see figure 5.12) could be implemented into the
data acquisition software to present the user with the noise filtered signal on screen during
acquisition. This would simplify the manual localization of the fringe and allow the user a
better judgement of the quality of the data.
A data reduction program should be installed on one of the computers on site to allow the
observer to make a first appraisal of the quality of the data already during the observation
run. This could help judging the extent to which extend an object is resolved and how good
the closure phase measurements for this object are. In particular, the second point seems
to be a limiting factor for the aperture synthesis capabilities of the instrument. Typically
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estimations of fast changing closure phatses show large errors. So it would be better to adjust
the number NdatafUe if the closure phase is changing very rapidly or to split datafiles later
during the data reduction process to improve the closure phase estimations.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS
The goal of my Masters project was to develop a general data reduction procedure for IOTA
interferograms, to confirm the stability of the instrument and to give IOTA the capability of imaging.
Since the development of a reliable data reduction procedure would have a huge
influence on the
other two tasks, I placed the highest emphasis on a proper visibility and closure phase
estimation
and implemented two different algorithms beyond the current standard routine.
Both approaches
provide remarkably similar results and each seem to be superior for different tasks.
The Fringe Envelope Fitting seems to be superior for less resolved objects and may
be used for
the estimation of stellar diameters as demonstrated for the resolved calibrators
a Cas and a Lyn
in chapter 6.2. For a Cas the result agrees well with earUer published
works, whereas the a Lyn
fit is based on only one measurement and seems to be affected by the worse
conditions of this one
measurement.
The CWT approach provides excellent results for low visibilities and we used those for model fits
which resulted in high precision positions of the Capella giants,
confirming earlier published orbital
elements. In addition, we measured the diameters and the intensity
ratio of the components for
the first time in the H band. Those results are also in excellent agreement
with other diameter
measurements and the intensity ratio extrapolated from observations at
shorter wavelengths. Based
on the above we derived physical parameters like the densities
and effective temperatures of the
individual components.
Finally, we presented maps of the binary stars Capella and A
Vir. By performing a coordinate
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transformation we were able to compensate for the revolution of
the Capella components during
our observation run using the known orbit. The resulting map has
excellent resolution and a beam
size of just a few mas. For mapping we used the Difference Mapping
strategy which was previously
used by (You99) for imaging purposes at optical and infrared
wavelengths. Beside reaching this
milestone for the IOTA facility we were also able, as far as known, to
construct the first infrared
maps based on the completely model independent Hybrid
Mapping strategy.
The point of the Capella campaign was to image an object with
known properties to demonstrate
that the IOTA is a capable imaging instrument. We have also gone
beyond this basic objective by
imaging the A Vir system for the first time. The disks of those
stars are not resolved by IOTA but
it will be straight forward to include other observations
by the IOTA collaboration to obtain an
orbit. We measured the position and intensity ratio of both components
for the observed epoch and
generated hybrid maps. Since we did not measure any
significant movement of the components over
the four-day observation period, we can reject the
possibility that the 1.93017d period reported by
(Abtei) and (Tok97) represents the orbital period of the
observed ^ 20mas separated close binary
system.
Within chapter 8 we made general remarks on the current
performance of the IOTA observa-
tory and confirmed that IOTA is able to measure
visibilities with a precision of the order of 5%
and better. To enhance this performance we
presented m section 5.4 an algorithm to correct for
potential imbalances between the telescopes. The
proper behavior of this correction must still be
demonstrated since the quality of our matrixfiles was
not adequate for this purpose. The precision
of the measured closure phases is of the same
order even if fast changing phases are
problematic.
Going ahead from this point, IOTA is one of the few
facilities with imaging capabilities which
may be used for further studies of close or interacting
multiple stars or for the imaging of stellar
surfaces and disk features around young stellar
objects (YSO).
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APPENDIX A
OBSERVATION LOGS
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Table 9.1: Observation Log November 2002.
Date [UT] | Time [UT] | Hour Angle [hj
of first data acquisition
Source Filter No. of data file
(without matrix file)s
06:03
08:00
08:34
10:57
11:58
13:08
BASELINE: A=ne35, B=
Q Cas
Capella
13 Aur
Capella
13 Aur
Capella
05:41
07:43
09:11
10:11
11:15
12:00
13:22
03:58
04:51
06:42
07:19
08:22
09:09
10:08
10:45
11:42
12:20
13:14
1.32
-1.32
-1.47
1.63
1.94
3.82
1.03
-1.54
-0.78
0.94
1.28
2.76
3.41
3.35
0.25
-3.20
-1.87
-1.53
-0.04
0.24
1.57
1.80
2.44
-0.02
sel5, C=neO
H
H
H
H
H
H
a Cas
Capella
13 Aur
Capella
/? Aur
Capella
13 Aur
a Cyg
a Cas
6 Aur
Capella
f3 Aur
Capella
5 Aur
Capella
13 Aur
6 Aur
Q Lyn
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
-I- 25%-ND
H
25%-ND
H
H
H
H
H
H
-I-
0-1
6-7
12-13
18-51, 56-60
61-68
73-77
0-7
11-31
36-43
48-75
80-89
94-110
115-119
0-16
21-33
38-47
52-78
83-92
97-117
122-132
137-161
166-175
180-189
198-207
02:23
04:08
04:44
05:25
05:51
06:54
07:34
08:24
09:17
09:52
10:25
11:37
12:06
13:04
1.83
3.58
0.20
-1.60
-3.27
-2.94
-2.27
-0.72
-0.55
0.03
1.30
1.79
2.98
3.25
a Cyg
a Cyg
a Cas
K Per
Capella
13 Aur
6 Aur
Capella
13 Aur
5 Aur
Capella
f3 Aur
Capella
5 Aur
H
H
H
H
H + 25%-ND
H
H
H + 25%-ND
H
H
H + 25%-ND
H
H + 25%-ND
H
0-12
17-26
31-40
(45)50-54
59-84
89-98
102-116
121-142
147-158
163-173
178-217
222
236-255
260-269
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Table 9.2: Continue: Observation Log November 2002.
Date [UT] | Time [UTJ | Hour Angle [hj
of first data acquisition
Source Filter No. of data file
(without matrix files)
11/15/02
11/16/02
06;45
07:08
07:59
08:21
08:59
09:28
11:04
11:34
12:08
12:50
13:19
BASELINE: A:
2.30
3.36
-1.07
-0.70
-0.79
0.42
1.30
2.51
3.09
3.80
3.56
08:14
09:12
11:07
11:45
12:22
13:05
-1.47
0.21
1.42
2.05
3.39
3.39
nel5, B=
a Cas
Capella
i5 Aur
Capella
5 Aur
Capella
S Aur
:sel5, C=neO
H
H + 25%-ND
1.65/i-ND
H
H
H
-f- 25%-ND
H
H + 25%-ND
1.65/(-ND
H -I- 25%-ND
H
S Aur
Capella
0 Aur
5 Aur
Capella
S Aur
H
H + ND
H
H
H
-I- ND
H
(0)10-15
20-45
50-61
66-83
88-97
102-155
160-169
174-192
197-215
220-226
231-238
0-13
18-63
68-81
86-100
105-122
127-137
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Table 9.3: Observation Log March 2003.
Date [UT] | Time [UT] | Hour Angle [hj
of first data acquisition
Source Filter No. of data file
(without matrix files)
BASELINE: A=ne35, B=se7, C=ne25
07 32 0.71 5 Crt H
08 18 -1.59 HD126035 H
08 27 -1.36 A Vir H
09 05 -0.81 HD126035 H
09 1.5 -0.57 A Vir H
10 21 0.47 HD 126035 H
04:40
05:47
06:23
06:48
08:11
08:31
08:41
08:54
09:25
09:56
10:29
10:55
11:59
12:32
12:.50
BASELINE: A=ne35, B=se7,
p CMi
6 Crt
A Hya
5 Crt
HD126035
A Vir
HD126035
A Vir
1.77
-0.99
0.77
0.04
-1.63
-1.23
-1.13
-0.86
-0.33
0.12
0.74
1.11
-0.91
-0.45
-0.06
HD126035
A Vir
HD126035
HD158352
HD159170
HD158352
C=nelO
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
0-20
25-27
32-40
45-47
52-55
60-64
0-25
30-47
52-64
69-80
85-88
93-98
103-107
112-113
118-144
149-158
163-182
187-195
200-215
220-227
232-239
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Table 9.4: Continue: Observation Log March 2003.
Date [UT] 1 Time [UTl 1 Hour Angle [h] Source Filter No. of data file
of first data acquisition (without matrix files)
BASELINE: A=ne35, B=sel5, C=nelO
no /OQ /mUo/zo/Uo uo.zo 2.01 6 Aur H 0-8
Uo.oy 9 AA I4R91 "S? H 13-17
2.94 6 Aur H 22-27
U4:4U HR91 ^9 H 32-37
UD.OO 1.06 75 Crrc H 42-50
UD.UD 1.60 HR3621 H 55-60
UD.oZ 2 01 75 Cnc H 65-70
UD.OO 2 42 H 75-79
07-/1 c:U i :40 1 nfii .uu 6 Crt H 84-89
Uo:oi n Qi H 95-98
09:00 -0.68 A Vir H 103-107
09:09 -0.60 HD 126035 H 112-115
nQ-97
-0.23 A Vir H 120-128
-0.07 HD126035 H 133-135
0.13 A Vir H 140-163
10:15 0.50 HD126035 H 168-171
iu.oo 0.83 11 H 176-178
lU.TtO 1.03 A Vir H 183-198
ii.Ui. 1.27 HD 126035 H 203-210
1 l.O 1 -0.84 HD157856 H 215-219
1 O-flQIz.Uo -0.71 HD158352 H 224-233
12:35 -0.33 HD159170 H 238-244
iz.OD 0.10 HD 158352 H 248-254
no /o/t IriQUo/24/Uo uo.i J. 1.87 S Aur H 0-5
U4.i0 3.66 Capella H 10-32
c\fi•^ 7Uo.i / -0.34 5 Crt H 37-41
UD.Z'i -0.22 11 H 46-48
Afi./i 1 0.05 11 H 53-68
07- 0/1U/ .Z4 -2.29 HD126035 H 73-77
07:52 -1.76 A Vir H 81-104
08:20 -1.35 HD126035 H 109-113
08:43 -0.90 A Vir H 118-143
09:16 -0.43 HD 126035 H 148-152
09:37 0.00 A Vir H 161-183
10:05 0.40 HD126035 H 188-191
10:13 0.61 A Vir H 196-212
10:35 0.90 HD126035 H 217-222
11:03 -1.52 41 Oph H 227-231
11:09 -1.42 1 H 235-239
11:31 -1.25 HD158352 H 244-262
12:17 -0.43 HD157856 H
267-271
12:30 -0.27 HD158352 H
276-301
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APPENDIX B
DATA REDUCTION SOFTWARE
MANUAL
We provide a brief overview about the functionality of the
developed data reduction
software. All programs are written for Linux gcc
and allow the complete data reduction
as presented in this thesis. The software package
consists of three applications wh.ch
are normally used in the following order:
IDRS: Estimates the visibilities and closure
phases from the IOTA data files and writes
them into an output file.
ModelBin: Fits binary models to the IDRS output
file.
Map: Produces maps from the IDRS output files
and allows to analyze those maps.
The programs are developed for functionality
and are not consequently optimized
with respect to the computation time. When used to
process data for publication, we
ask to give credit to this thesis. In the
following we present the different
programs m
more detail.
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B.l IDRS - Interferometry Data Reduction
Software
IDRS estimates visibilities and closure phases
using one of the three presented al-
gorithms. To select which algorithm is used
and to enable different corrections, there
is a declaration section within the
program file idrs.c that contains beside
others the
following parameters:
f itampmethod: Selects the algorithm
for visibility estimation,
docalib: Enables the imbalance correction
using the matrix files.
aoMascorr: Enables the BIAS correction for
the fringe envelope fitting algorithm as
formalized in equation (5.6).
s..fringe: Generates simulated fringes
instead of using the data. Further
parameters
must be set within the code.
caXi..etKod: Allows to switch between
a-agin. .he ^ansfer function over the
whole night and the interpolation with
equation (5.3).
. » prPTOT windows which show detailed plots dur-
^-^tVtt"a^a^\d^^^^ - - -
^^^-^'"^
confirming the correct performance of
the algorithms,
repdetails: Reports details of the running
process on screen.
.ep.iles: Writes several report and debugging
files on d^sk. Those files may be used
to generate miscellaneous plots
with SM or MATLAB.
,Ute.data: Filters the obtained visibility
and closure phase data using different
error
thresholds and scattering criteria.
The declaration section is grouped into
subsections where all parameters are
col-
lected that affect the performance
of the different algorithms. The user
may checU out
.hose sections for finetuning. After
setting those parameters and compiling
the code,
local hard disk. The following file
nov02^in^m^^
/home/skraus/iota/Data/
-. . / n n n n
0 /home/skraus/iota/Data/2002Novl5/
0 0 0 0
OA^meM^
Using this file, IDRS will assume that
/.o.e/s.raus/iota/Da.a/ (called [DataRoot-
Dir]) contains further initiation
files and will process all data files
in directory
/.o.e/s..a.s/.o.a/.a.a/.OO..o..S/ and scans 50 to
200 within the files .ota.data
and
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iota2.data in the directory /honie/skraus/iota/Data/2002Novl6/.
The initiation flies assumed in [DataRootDir] are
text files named objid.ini and
sre.ini. objid.ini correlates the Object Designations in the
IOTA header flies with
the IDRS intern pure numerical object ID, for example
13Alp-Aur -> ID 1
34Bet^ur -> ID 2
33Del_Aur -> ID 3
18Alp-Cas -> ID 4
40Alp-Lyn -> ID 5
27Kap_Per -> ID 6
50Alp-Cyg -> ID 7
The flle sre.ini specifies which of those objects serves
as calibrator and which may be
used as target for stellar radius estimation
(SRE) as described in chapter 6.2. Objects
which are targets but not used for SRE are not listed!
The file may look like
Calibrators: 2 3 6 7
Targets: 4 5
Diameters: 4.68 6.46
The program runs through a cycle which consists of
the reduction of the matrix flies,
the visibility estimation, the closure
phase estimation and the SRE which is followed
by the filtering of the data. The program itself
can be started using different command
Hne parameters to skip some of those
stations assuming that the earlier cycles were
already processed
./idrs co«p -f nov02.ini: Performs the
complete data reduction cycle as described
above on the data specified in the initiation
file nov02.ini.
./idrs vis -f nov02.ini: Starts the cycle
with the visibility estimation,
/idrs CP -f nov02.ini: Starts the cycle
with the closure phase estimation,
./idrs sre 4 -t nov02.ini: Performs only the
SRE on the object with ID 4 and finishes
with the filtering step.
The major output file of IDRS which is processed by the
other applications is called
vis. dat and includes all measured visibility and
closure phase data.
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B.2 ModelBin - Modeling Binaries
This application models visibilities and closure
phases for binary sources and ap-
plies a least square fit to the IDRS output file.
The file general.h defines with the
parameters MJDfre, MJDto and target.id which
object should be fitted and what's the
temporal window for the fit (MJD=JD-2452500). Important
parameters for the fit are
weightfunci and „eightfunc2 which correspond to
the parameters Wy and in chap-
ter 6. nax.guess and step_guess determine what
the sizes of the initial guess grid and its
spacing are. With IratioJrom, Iratio.to and Iraticstep
one may perform the fit for a
whole range of intensity ratios. This will
produce the output file intratio.dat. Start-
ing the program with the command line parameter
./.odelb.n intratio a parabola
is fitted to the obtained xHh/h) ratios and the application
will provide the best fit
intensity ratio with an error estimation.
To perform a diameter fit of the disks as
well, one has to fix the positions of the
stars
with f itdia.eter_dRA, ntdian>eter_dDEC and
enable this fit with the option f xtdian.eter.
The program can also be used to rotate the
plane as described in chapter 2.8.1.
The corresponding orbital elements have to
be set in the file .odel.c and the rotation
itself is performed with ./.odelbin rotate.
The rotated coordinates are written
within the file vis.dat such that .ap will
use the rotated data for mapping. To
restore
the unrotated data one can just copy the file
visnorot.dat to vis.dat.
B.3 Map - Mapping Software
Our Mapping Software uses the DFT and is
therefore quite inefficient for large
data
files The map is produced for the object
and with data within the temporal wm-
dow as defined in general.h. Important
parameters within the declaration section
are
clean_galn and .ax_cleansteps which specify
the gain and the number of clean steps per-
formed in each CLEAN cycle (reasonable values are
0.02 as gain and 400 cleansteps
for CHM or 20 cleansteps for DM). Beside that the user
may choose between two
rectangular or two circular clean windows by
setting clean.indou.type. hybr.dsteps
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ae.e™in.. how „a„y CHM DM .tep, „e perfo^ed
..r.,e «,e i.e,a«o„ »d.. For
CHM o„e „,., use «.^o.--P- "<>
^-P--^"'" ">
„.e o„., n,od.« v,.U.U, and c,o.u„
pha.e data .o „,e .he ™de, pha,.. r„„
..... a= „.i.ia, .u,.. r„
.he h,h„d „.ap o„ .he „a, da.a. r»
BM .he p„a.e
.e,. .od.l.n, «del_.»»,
.o..Ud»EC. «.el.. a.d .o.-l^^ he
=e..
d,„e„.o„. or .h. „ap. .„ P.«,. a.e ,e.
w>.h ..e. .»d =Ue., whe.e .he
co™™o„
,.e.o, ho™ P.e, .o „a. i. ..e„ h, .p.c„.
To .... n,app,„. .he apphca ,o„
,
,.a,..dwHh V„p>,....o, ./-P .....
TheHe„.,o„ca„he,„.e„„p..dh, .o»
.o e„d „app>„. .o .e,oe..e
.he e,..„ w.dow., .hieh . do„e dhec.,. ,„
e O
P.OT w,„do». Th. »„, „aps a.e
oa.hed .ap da. and -p..«.-...
"-ere .he
eo„.a,„. .he hea„ . .h. co.,.e. or
.he .nap. The on.pu. ro™a. »oa.
h.na., w,.h
.„o ,n.e.e„ ,„ .he he.inn.n. of
.he h,e .Wh.g .he dln.en.i.n.
a.ong ho.h a„,.
f .iw ;t mav be analyzed running ./map
analyse, inis
After a map is generated successfully,
i y D y
l n i> b
a ft pr this selection the fluxes withm
oart of the program allows to
select two regions. Af e
e e,,o„. and .he een.e,
h.h.-po.U.n. a,e ea.en.a.ed. W,.h . M.p
c^e. one
een.., one ,.a. o, .he een.e,
o, h.h. ,„ .he n„dd,e of .he
™ap. The on pn
„„ „,.h c.„.e.ed .... 1. caned
..-P-d... An.,o.on. pe.o.„.
"^^J
a eon.o,n.,on a
nn.o.n, d„. ..de, wl.h .he d,«, h„„ ,.on, »„ .
«
.n.p„. me „.h .he v.,„.. fo, d»e„„.
d,an„.e„ »h.h n.a, he n.ed h . -
.
.o oh.ah. .he h.,.-». d.a„„.e.
and e„o. h, pe..™.. a B.n.e
Po.ee ....
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